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Off-Beat golfs with Dr. Rohatyn. 
See page 17 
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Clairemont killer caught? 
by Rhonda Nourse 
The San Diego County District 
Attorney's Office formerly 
charged Cleophus Prince Jr. last 
Monday with the killing of five 
women from the Clairemont and 
University area who were victims 
of the serial killings that occurred 
last year. 
Prince became the prime suspect 
as the Clairemont killer, when he 
attempted to burglarize a Scripps 
Ranch apartment last Thursday. 
His methodology was similar to 
that of the killings in which some­
one was home before the killings 
occurred. 
The police were then prompted 
to take DNA samples from Prince 
while he was in custody for the 
attempted burglary. The samples 
were taken to a private laboratory 
for processing. 
On Friday the police would not 
say if the results of the DNA 
samples had prompted a break­
through in the investigation. How­
ever, as of Friday, the police were 
more confident that Prince was 
the killer. They then officially 
charged him with the five murders 
and one count of attempted bur­
glary. 
The attempted burglary "height­
ened our interest considerably. 
[Prince] became more or less of a 
prime suspect . . but it was not 
until Friday. . . that [evidence] 
caused us to seek the warrant for 
his arrest," said Deputy Chief Cal 
Krosch in the March 5 issue of the 
Los Angles Times. 
Prince, 23, was held in San Di­
ego for the attempted burglary, 
but was released on his own re­
cognizance. He fled to Alabama, 
where he was arrested in B irming-
ham for petty theft 
The San Diego police tracked 
Prince down and began the extra­
dition process which is expected 
take up to 10 days. 
Baseball player sues USD 
by C. Hardy Kalisher 
Senior Adam Schwindt wants to 
play baseball and is willing to go to 
court for it. 
According to his doctors, 
Schwindt, a University of San Di­
ego pitcher, is fully recovered from 
the near-fatal head injury he suf­
fered 18 months ago as a result of 
being hit by a line drive during a 
Torero inter-squad game. 
Schwindt hired attorney Richard 
J. Foster to file a lawsuit against 
US D for preventing him from play­
ing on the Torero baseball team. 
University of San Diego Athletic 
Director Tom Iannacone informed 
Sch windt's father that his son would 
not be allowed to play for USD. 
"I spent months taking medical 
continued on page 22 
photo by Norman Choi 
Pallbearers carry the Most Reverend Leo T. Maher's casket Over 800 mourners attended last 
Wednesday's funeral services held in the Immaculata Church. BishopMaher, chairman of the USD Board 
of Trustees for over 18 years, passed away on Saturday, Feb. 23. See page 7 for photo essay. 
Faculty panel explores cultural diversity 
by Brian Brokowski 
The inclusion of people who tradi­
tionally have been excluded was 
the main theme of a seminar given 
by a faculty panel on Feb. 26. The 
third in a series of five seminars, 
"Diversity on campus and in the 
classroom," addressed the issues of 
sexual, cultural, and handicapped 
discrimination both in society and 
on campus. 
"There are several themes to these 
presentations," Dr. Kathleen Hein-
rick, panel coordinator and faculty 
member from the Nursing School, 
told the audience. 
"One is the issue of making what 
has been invisible, visible. We're 
talking about including people who 
have traditionally been excluded 
and we 're talking specifically about 
our university, inside the classroom 
and on the campus." 
Dr. Linda Perry, an associate 
professor in Communications S tod­
ies, spoke about the stereotypes 
women have to face in everyday 
life. 
"Women are traditionally seen as 
more passive, while males are ac­
tive. The world is changing, how­
ever. In today's world, women 
make up 40 percent of the work 
force," she said. 
Perry believes that schools help 
foster our gender orientations. 
"Schools both reflect and rein­
force the stereotypes that we have 
towards males and females. Class­
room diversity is an important is­
sue. We all need to be aware of the 
See pages 6 and 11 
for related stories 
problems and recognize that it is 
time to create more diversity by 
including both sex roles in what we 
teach," she said. 
Stephen Jones, the resident director 
in phase A dorms and one of the 
advisors for the Black Student 
Union, spoke about cultural differ­
ences. 
"To me, the overall issue is op­
pression," he said, "It's real impor­
tant that we understand this is not 
about blame. We're not going to 
talk about or figure out the who's, 
orthewhy's. We need to look at the 
continued on page 6 
The Capital Campaign recently received a great boost, receiving $2 
million from Frank and Joanne Warren and $1.8 million from Sol 
and Helen Price. Here is a look at the progress towards the cam­
paign's goal of $47.5 million. 
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Inside the VISTA... 
In the News 
An increase of AIDS cases on campuses 
prompts more student concern. See 
page 4. 
The AS is planning to start from scratch 
in an effort to revamp the AS. See page 
5. 
San Diego's City Council passed an al­
cohol ban for all city beaches. Seepage 
8. 
Sigma Chi's national takes action and 
places the local chapter on probation. 
See page 9. 
Inside Opinion 
The Editorial Board condemns the oc­
currence of censorship by the University. 
See page 10. 
John Coppes suffered through his CCI 
class and thinks those classes are a good 
idea for everyone. See page 11. 
Inside College Life 
What's the best class you've taken at 
USD? See page 15. 
Hey! Who is that cute kid? Senior baby 
contest hits College Life. See page 14. 
Semester at Sea, a trip on the SS Uni­
verse. See page 13. 
Inside Entertainment 
A Flu review: New Jack City. See page 
18. 
Ready for a Western? Rocky Goes to the 
Rodeo review. See page 19. 
Inside Off-Beat 
Scott Petri writes the final chapter of 
the Pepe saga, as the young rhino un­
dergoes a sex change operation and 
assumes a new name. Her story will 
henceforth be referred to as the "Marcy " 
saga. See page 19. 
Inside Sports 
C. Hardy Kalisher returns from a vaca­
tion with an in-depth commentary about 
"Operation Desert S torm" trading cards. 
See page 21. 
Basketball loses in the second round of 
the WCC tourny. See page 21. 
Rugby gets a HUGH photo. See page 
23. 
The Persian Gulf War 
The US must now take the next step: 
bring total peace to the Middle East 
by Grant Williams Alley 
It is amazing that Americans are so unin­
formed about a region of the world in which 
America is so closely involved. The Middle 
East is where life began, as well as the center 
of most of the world's religions. Not only 
have many modem-day systems of govern­
ment, mathematics, astronomy, and physics 
originated in the Middle East, but today the 
world's economy is also absolutely depend­
ent on the resource of the region. 
The Middle East has proven to be a foreign 
policy nightmare to the United States of 
America. Ironically, in a region so vital to the 
world's economic and religious prosperity 
exist the greatest and most heinous world 
problems of today. 
There are two major categories of problems 
in the Middle East today: The Arab-Israeli 
problem and the oil economics problem. 
Saddam Hussein is nothing but a symptom 
to these problems. For that matter, the 
Ayotolla Kholmeni, the Shah of Iran, the 
Islamic Jihad, middle-east based terrorism, 
1971 oil embargoes, the Iran-Iraq War, the 
Yom Kippur War, the Six Day War, 248 
marines bombed in barracks, the Iranian 
hostage situation, the Suez Canal War, the 
invasion of Lebanon, attacks on Israel are 
nothing more than very costly symptoms to 
the fundamental problems. 
Until these problems are addressed and the 
solutions enforced, America, as the leader of 
the free world, will always be losing lives in 
this troubled, yet essential, region. 
continued on page 3 
This Week in the Gulf 
Tuesday, February 26 
—The Allied forces, totaling more than 
250,000, liberate most of Kuwait and shut 
off all the major escape routes to Iraq, US 
officials state. 
—Calling the fighting a "rout," President 
Bush stated he would not stop fighting 
until Iraq is no longer a threat to peace in 
the Middle East. 
—After almost two days of fighting, the 
Allied forces claim to have captured over 
30,000 Iraqi soldiers, most of which sur­
rendered without putting up a fight. 
Wednesday, February 27 
—Kuwait city, one of the Allied forces 
main objectives, is retaken, Kuwait Radio 
announces. Kuwait's international airport 
is also retaken. 
—At midnight EST, President Bush de­
clares a cease fire. Bush says in an inter­
national televised address that the cease­
fire would only last if Iraq complied to the 
Allied demands. 
—After an American plane killsnine Brit­
ish soldiers when it mistakenly fires on 
their vehicles, the Allied losses are re­
ported to include 126 KIAs. 
(Feb. 26-Mar. 4) 
Thursday, February 28 
—The United States reveals a plan that it 
intends to put before the UN Security Coun­
cil that would maintain a ban on all weapons 
imports to Iraq as long as Saddam Hussein is 
in power. 
—Despite a few truce violations, the cease 
fire remains intact on both sides of the front. 
—In an effort to restore peace in the region, 
Secretary of State James Baker outlines his 
plan to visit four Mideast countries, Turkey 
and the Soviet Union next week. 
Friday, March 1 
—The US demands immediate releaseof the 
13 Allied POWs and all Kuwaiti hostages. 
The US listed 45 Americans as missing-in­
action. 
—Saddam Hussein has sought asylum in 
Algeria, the French newspaper Le Monde 
reports. The report is denied by Algerian 
officials. 
—The US Embassy in Kuwait is reopenedby 
the new ambassador, Edward W. Gnehm Jr. 
-Two American doctors, one male and one 
female, were killed while trying to assist 
some Iraqis who were surrendering. 
Saturday,March 2 
—US Army troops are fired upon by an 
Iraqi armored column. The action was 
the result of the American's recent cap­
ture of Iraqi tanks and other vehicles. 
Sunday, March 3 
—Commanders from both the Allied 
forces and Iraq agree to terms in a day­
long meeting. Iraq released information 
on mine location in Kuwait and the Per­
sian Gulf and agreed to the release all 
prisoners. Allied forces agreed to with­
drawal all forces from Iraq after a formal 
cease-fire is signed. 
—Iraq moved two mechanized brigades 
from the Turkey and Iranian borders to 
Baghdad in ah apparent attempt to en­
hance his protection if fighting should 
resume. 
Monday, March 4 
—Ten prisoners of war are released to­
day. US sources claim 31 Americans are 
listed as missing in action and six others 
are still POW's. Thousands of Kuwaitis 
are still held in Iraq, the US sources 
added. 
SOURCE: LA Times and SD Union 
US Demands 
In addition to compiling to the UN 
Resolutions (see the VISTA, Feb. 28), 
Iraq needed to meet the following con­
ditions set by President Bush in order 
to continue the cease fire: 
—All Allied POWsand any third world 
detainees held by Iraq must be released. 
—Iraq may not fire any scuds against 
any Allied forces nor may any of their 
troops engage any Allied forces. 
—Iraq must notify the Allied forces 
and Kuwait of the locations of all sea 
and land mines. 
—Iraq must recant its previous state­
ment concerning the annexation of 
Kuwait. 
SOURCE: SD Union 
Different World—Different View 
During and after the war, Iraq (through Baghdad Radio) and General Norman 
Schwarzkopf voiced their views about the war. Here are some examples: 
According to Iraq... 
"Iraq has punched a hole in the myth of 
American superiority and rubbed the nose of 
the United States in the dust." 
"Iraq has fought, stood fast and triumphed." 
"Iraq inflicted on them unforgettable losses 
which will remain in their memory and which 
they can never conceal." 
"On your behalf, Iraq fought the entire 
group of atheists led by war criminal Bush." 
Iraq "taught the allies lessons which wor­
ried them militarily and politically." 
According to Schwarzkopf... 
"As far as Saddam Hussein being a great 
military strategist, he is neither a strategist, 
nor is he schooled in the operational arts, nor 
is he a tactician, nor is he a general, nor is he 
a soldier. Other than that, he's a great mili­
tary man, I want you to know." 
"The war is not over. You've got to remem­
ber that people are still dying out there. And 
those people who are dying are my troops." 
"Ladies andgentlemen...we were 150 miles 
from Baghdad, and there was nothing be­
tween us and Baghdad." 
SOURCE: SD Union 
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The Persian Gulf War 
US: Clean up the Middle East 
continued from page 2 
The United States commitment in the pres­
ent war provides opportunity for the Bush 
Administration to become the great peace­
maker. There is doubt that it is in America's 
best interest to solve these two fundamental 
problems. 
The West, mainly Britain and France as 
colonial powers, divided the Middle East 
into areas of influence. This division process 
meant the establishment of governments 
willing to do business on our terms for the oil 
resources. The Seven Sisters, the world's top 
oil companies with great political and finan­
cial power, helped in the design of the divi­
sion of the Arab countries. While this design 
did mean cheap oil for the West, it did so at 
great cost. 
First of all, inadequate Western style mon­
archies were imposed on a basic nomadic 
society. Secondly, the governments that were 
established by the West quickly found them­
selves the richest governments in the world 
with no real leadership for the people of the 
region. 
As a result, situations like present day Saudi 
Arabia exist, whereby gross amounts of 
wealth are in the hands less than a fraction of 
one percent of the people of the region. For 
example, Saudi Arabia imports tens of thou­
sands of Egyptians daily to perform manual 
labor that no Saudi citizen would do. It is 
obvious that this situation is potentially 
explosive, to say the least. 
It is not Saudi Arabia's wealth that is the 
problem; It is the dichotomy of wealth be­
tween very popular Middle Eastern coun­
tries and the oil rich countries where the 
danger lies. Because the western powers are 
the ones who created the dichotomy by going 
as far as creating the type of people who 
govern, the West's hands are, in actuality, the 
filthiest when judgement time rolls around. 
The solution to the first problem is not easy 
but it lies somewhere between demilitariza­
tion of the Middle East and a gradual, but 
significant, reduction on oil dependency. 
If the Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and other rich 
oil countries cannot count on the West to 
come to their rescue, then they will be forced 
to befriend their Arab brothers. Today, the 
Saudi's could do anything they want, and 
they know that The US will have to rescue 
them. 
The second fundamental problem arose 
when the Zionists, as authorized by the Brit­
ish Balfour Declaration, invaded and perma­
nently occupied Palestine. Since the creation 
of Israel, there has been an international war 
based in the Middle East with costly effects 
throughout the world. 
The world and the United Nations has long 
recognized this problem. One cannot say 
enough about the significance of Jerusalem 
being under Israeli control. Whether one 
believes it is justified or not, one cannot 
understate the repercussions of this if one 
remembers that Jerusalem is the center of 
most of the world's religions. 
International law has stated that Zionism is 
racism and has ordered Israel out of the West 
Bank and the Gaza Strip under U.N Resolu­
tions 242 and 338. Today in Israel there are 
minority factions who supportthese resolu­
tions, but these people are always ignored 
when Israel is directly threatened by neigh­
bors. And Israel has always been threatened 
by its neighbors. 
After 50 years, Israel's future is still in 
jeopardy as a result of both their foreign pol­
icy and America's foreign policy. The United 
States recognizes legitimate interests in the 
existence and well being of Israel. However, 
the United States must continually bear the 
burden of coming to Israel's aid when they 
are threatened. 
Israel is steadfast in ignoring international 
law pertaining to West Bank and Gaza Strip. 
This refusal by the Israeli government to 
obey international law breeds more hatred 
and discontent as time goes on. 
While Israel has its own reasons for ignor­
ing international law, the United States must 
look after its own interests. There will be 
nothing but continued turmoil until the Pal­
estinian problem is solved. The world has 
been asking Israel to comply to the UN's 
wishes for 30 years. Remember, it was inter­
national law which gave Israel the Palestine 
region. 
The United States surely wants to see Israel 
strong for good reasons. As the basis for 
Israel's strength, America's all-out commit­
ment to their survival, the US must force 
Israel to concede to the UN resolutions. Until 
that is done, the gap between Israel and its 
neighbors will continue to widen. As that gap 
continues to widen, the United States' cost in 
lives and in money will inevitably and un­
necessarily grow. 
Bush cam solve the Hussein problem, but 
there are a million more Husseins in the 
background. Until the real problems are dif­
fused, there will not be one day of peace for 
Israel, the West and, most importantly, the 
United States of America. 
Grant Williams Alley is in his final semes­
ter of law and graduate school. His studies 
focus on international law and relations. He 
is also pursuing a special legal project on the 
treatment ofPOWs and the Geneva conven­
tion. 
The Legend Continues... 
Thursdays: Ladies no cover 
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Sex on Campus: AIDS Invasion 
Fighting AIDS-
The Massachusetts Institute of Technol­
ogy, noted for freely distributing con­
doms, has decided that more is needed to 
curb the AIDS virus. In addition to giving 
out thousands of free condoms, the school 
has strongly encouraged campus groups 
to hold AIDS informational seminars. 
"It's not appropriate just to hand outcon-
doms," said the Chief of Student Health 
Services, Dr. Mark Goldstein. "While 
people may know how to use it mechani­
cally , it's important to know a little theory 
and substance behind it." 
MITs approach 
About ten percent of the student body 
has attended the seminars so far, Gold­
stein said. The program has, however, 
run into difficulties. 
School officials received about 15 com­
plaints shortly after the new program was 
announced. Most the complaints dealt 
with the moral issues of distributing con­
doms. Some felt that tuition funds should 
not be used to subsidize thedistribution of 
condoms. 
MIT plans to work with the plan for a 
year and then decide if it is worth it. 
by Bo Rothwell 
AIDS. The four letter word of the 80s 
has established itself on campuses in the 
90s. 
This is the conclusion of several inde­
pendent studies conducted in the late 
80s. According to Dr. Richard P. Keel­
ing, president of the American College 
Health Association, the studies prove 
"beyond any doubt that HIV is estab­
lished on college campuses." 
"This is not a potential problem on 
college campuses, it is an established 
problem," Keeling added in the inter­
view with The Chronicle of Higher 
Education. 
The studies and their results 
The majority of the studies that have 
been conducted to date have focused on 
the knowledge of AIDS and the actual 
number of AIDS cases on campuses. 
The most extensive study so far in­
volved a 19-campus study and concluded 
that two of every 1,000 college students 
had been infected by the HIV virus. The 
highest rate of infection in the United 
States is convicts; four out of every 1,000 
has the AIDS-causing virus. The study, 
conducted by the American College 
Health Association, was published in 
the May 24,1989 edition of The Chron­
icle of Higher Education. 
Included among the 19 schools studied 
were San Diego State University, The 
University of Southern California and 
The University of California at Berkley. 
Individual school results were not re­
leased. 
"The findings are significant because 
most college-age people infected with 
HIV have no AIDS-related symptoms, 
although they can transmit the virus to 
others during unprotected sexual inter­
course or by sharing intravenous 
needles," Keeling was quoted by The 
Chronicle. The reason is because the 
symptoms normally don't appear until 
eight years after the person is infected by 
the HIV virus. 
According to Keeling, even an infec­
tion rate as low as two per 1,000 can 
effect a school. "A 15,000-student 
campus could expect to have one student 
with AIDS, two to seven with various 
AIDS-related symptoms, and 28-35 in­
fected with HIV," he said. 
Another survey took place at UC Riv­
erside and focused on how student's 
knowledge about AIDS effected their 
sexual habits. The study involved 450 
students (135 males and 167 females) 
who were asked to complete two ques­
tionnaires, one that measured their 
knowledge of AIDS and another that 
measured their sexual habits. 
According to this survey, published in 
the October issue of Sociology and So­
cial Research, "it is apparent that the 
level of knowledge per se does not influ­
ence perceived change associated with 
sexual behavior." 
However, the article added that "infor­
mation obtained from friends, school, 
and print media provide knowledge 
which is likely to increase changes asso­
ciated with both indirect (time before 
intercourse and inquiry about sexual 
history) and direct (condom use and anal 
sex) sexual behavior." 
College students are fast becoming a 
high-risk group. The American College 
Health Association said the reason for 
this is because "students are commonly 
experimental: those in college may act 
out differing elements of their sexuality, 
exercise inconsistent judgement in their 
selection of sexual partners, and toy with 
recreational drugs." 
USD's approach to AIDS 
The University of San Diego has taken 
a strong approach to curbing the AIDS 
problem by trying to inform the students 
of the dangers. "We decided the best 
thing to do, since we are an educational 
institution, is to educate the students," 
said Skip Walsh, director of Residence 
Life. 
Three years ago the Orientation team 
began a program to inform the incoming 
Freshmen. The program has run strong 
ever since. 
A member of the San Diego Health De­
partment come on campus to talk to the 
students during the week-long orienta­
tion. The program includes a slide show 
that reviews some of the myths of AIDS, 
medical terminology about AIDS, and 
statistics concerning AIDS. 
Although the program includes the topic 
of condom use, the students are warned 
that condom use does not make the indi­
viduals involved completely safe. 
Walsh emphasized the point that con­
dom use was a risky alternative. "The 
only way to be absolutely safe when sex 
is concerned...is to practice abstinence," 
he said. 
In responding to the suggestion of more 
AIDS programs, such as peer counsel­
ing, Walsh responded that programs like 
these had happened in the past and were 
very successful. 
"People were usually very excited and 
felt the programs were enlightening. 
Howeve.', it is difficult to take these 
programs that are successful on the small 
scale and introduce them to the campus 
at-large," Walsh noted. 
The programs included two retreats or­
ganized by Father McKay and a group 
discussion on the Christian aspects of 
human sexuality. 
AIDS—the facts 
AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency 
Syndrome) is transmitted from one per­
son to another via infected fluids. "In 
persons known to be infected, the virus 
has been found in almost every body 
fluid that has been tested so far," stated 
Dr. Art Ulene in his book Safe Sex in a 
Dangerous World. 
This includes fluids such as saliva and 
tears. However, the chances of infection 
from these fluids is fairly rare because of 
the low concentration of the virus in 
these fluids. 
The highest rate of infection has come 
from sexual contact. Almost two-thirds 
of all AIDS cases can be traced to in­
fected semen. 
Blood transmission, primarily through 
sharing needles, is the second highest 
mode to transmission, accounting for 20 
percent of all known cases. Although 
during the early years of the disease 
(about 1980) many people were infected 
through blood donations, the chances of 
this has been greatly reduced (about 1 in 
100,000 to 1 in a million). 
In 1987, Everett Koop, surgeon general 
of the United States, proclaimed "The 
best protection against the infection right 
now, barring abstinence, is the use of the 
condom. A condom should be used 
during sexual relations from start to fin­
ish with anyone whom you are abso­
lutely sure is free of the AIDS virus." 
continued on page 5 
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Sex on Campus: AIDS invasion 
Personal approaches in fighting AIDS 
A study examined the passible 
relationship between students' 
knowledge of AIDS and their 
sexual behavior. Here are the 
four procedures that the authors, 
Lizbeth A. Gray (assistant pro­
fessor in the Department of Coun­
seling, Organ State University) 
and Marie Saracino (assistant 
professor in the Department of 
Home Economics, Stephen F. 
Austin University), believed 
counselors and educators should 
consider to fight AIDS. 
1. Provide young adults with an 
explicit sexual language for discus­
sion of topics pertaining to sexual 
behavior and health. 
2. Increase role-play and sexual 
decision-making strategies to of 
close the credibility gap between 
what may be intellectually ingested, 
notbehaviorally translated 
3. Train peer sex educators who 
will not be perceived as distant 
authority Figures. 
4. Discuss sexual behavior 
within a personalized frame­
work (e.g., inclusion of personal 
values, relationship status, reli­
gious influence) to enhance 
decision-making skills. 
continued from page 4 
Ulene, however, warns that this 
statement is misleading. Ac­
cording to him, the effective­
ness of the condom depends on 
both the type used and the man­
ner in which it is used. 
At best, Ulene claims a success 
rate equal to the effectiveness of 
the condom at contraception, 
between 90 and 98 percent. 
Using natural condoms is basi­
cally ineffective because the 
vims can easily penetrate the 
material. 
"If you can'the sure that you've 
got a safe partner, abstinence is 
the only sexual practice you can 
consider safe," said Ulene. 
According to Ulene, these are 
the leading causes of condom 
failure: 
—They are not used when they 
should be. 
—They are used too late or 
they are put on incorrectly. 
—They slip off (usually be­
cause they are put on the wrong 
way or are left on too long). 
—They are defective and they 
tear or break (this is probably 
the least common reason for 
failure). 
AIDS and the Catholic 
Church 
Dealing with AIDS has been a 
major difficultly for the Catho­
lic Church. The main reasons 
are because the majority of AIDS 
patients historically have been 
homosexual and because the use 
of condoms have been widely 
accepted as the best method, save 
abstinence, to preventing the 
spread of AIDS. 
Although the Church has con­
stantly maintained that homo­
sexuality is a sin, it has recently 
been able to separate the disease 
from the person. A statement 
issued by the Bishops of Cali­
fornia in 1987 said, "we regret 
this distance (between homo­
sexuals with AIDS and the 
Church), and long to heal their 
wounds by offering our support 
and fellowship." 
"All of God's sons and daugh­
ters, all members of our society, 
are entitled to the recognition of 
their full human dignity," the 
statement added. 
Although the church has been 
able to deal with the problem of 
homosexuality and AIDS by 
concentrating on the disease 
itself, the problems that the pre­
vention of AIDS present are 
more difficult to solve. 
The Church maintains that "so-
called safe sex practices are at 
best only partially effective. 
They do not take into account 
either the real values that are at 
stake or the fundamental good 
of the human person," the 
Bishop's statement argued. 
Despite the lack of morality as­
sociated with "safe sex," the 
church understands the impor­
tance of teaching the facts about 
the prevention of AIDS. 
"We also encourage our Catho­
lic elementary schools, high 
schools, colleges and universi­
ties, and religious programs to 
develop curricular guidelines 
and educational materials to 
educate their students about the 
prevention of AIDS," the 
Bishop's statement said. 
AIDS on campus—a look at 
the future 
"Since AIDS is at present a 
disease without a cure, preven­
tion through education may be 
the only hope of deterring its 
spread to the larger population," 
the Riverside study stated. 
The problem of AIDS on 
campus will get worse before it 
gets better. Keeling warned that 
colleges must prepare "to deal 
with significant numbers of 
people" who are HIV positive. 
Only one-half of the 3,600 col­
leges in America have any sig­
nificant AIDS education pro­
grams, a Newsweek article 
stated. Keeling hopes the recent 
increase of HIV positive stu­
dents will increase the number 
of AIDS programs on college 
campuses. 
"Maybe it will help wake some 
people up and make every col­
lege realize it has an obligation 
to educate its students," he said. 
The difficulty with controlling 
AIDS on campus is not educat­
ing the students, it is changing 
the students' sexual habits. 
"Most students now have a fairly 
good base of information about 
AIDS. We need to facilitate 
links between what people know 
and what they do," Keeling said. 
"Prevention efforts should be 
directed not only to provide an 
accurate knowledge about 
AIDS, but more importantly, to 
increase students' concern about 
AIDS transmission," he added. 
continued on page 9 
Associated Students plans to revamp itself 
by Bo Rothwell 
It all began at the Associated Students re­
treat during Intersession. After several hours 
of talking about the current AS structure, the 
members of the AS came to a startling con­
clusion: the student body is not being best 
served. 
Last Sunday the AS took the next step to 
correct the problem. About ten people, rep­
resentation a varity of groups on campus, 
met to discuss changes. The result: AS 
doesn't need just changes, it needs to work 
from scrach. 
"The current system is anquidated. We've 
been using it for over twenty years and the 
campus has grown...and changed," said AS 
President Paul McHale. 
The two most looked at areas of the AS 
were Senate and the ICC. Both have out­
grown the campus and no longer represent 
the student body well enough, McHale said. 
The main feeling at the meeting is that the 
As needs to be reorganized to reunit the 
students by giving them a common voice that 
students know about, is strong enough to act, 
and truely represents the cross-section of the 
campus. 
"Currently, there is not a linkage with what 
the students are concerned about and what 
we do," McHale noted. 
Another concern with the currrnt system is 
the recent tendency to "program" more than 
represent the campus community. Although 
programs such as Film Forum and Speakers 
Bureau serve the campus well, they have 
taken precidence representation. 
Perhaps the biggest concern is how the AS 
has become a "boys club" organization, 
McHale said. "Once someone is in the AS, 
he is basically there to stay. There is also a 
problem with the distrubition of power: a few 
people at the top hold almost all the power in 
the AS," he said. 
According to the president, the administra­
tion supports the AS's movement, noting 
that it is time for a change. 
"Anyone who is seriously looking at being 
a leader next semester, is currently a leader of 
acampus organization, and is fed up with the 
current system is encouraged to attend the 
weekly meetings," McHale said. The next 
meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, March 12 
at 8pm in UC 220. 
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"A highly respected man;" 
Reactions to Maher's death 
continued from page 1 
what is." 
Jones said that we do many things that we're 
not even aware of when interacting with 
members of different cultures. 
The problems handicapped people face in 
our society were addressed by assistant pro­
fessor Katie Bishop from the school of educa­
tion. Bishop said we are not helping the 
handicapped by segregating them into schools 
of their own and providing specialized educa­
tion. 
'The goal we should have is integrating 
people into society 24 hours a day through 
normalization," she said. "We need to let 
them experience all the opportunities that 
everyone else has. They should be given 
opportunities to take risks." 
She also told the audience that it is frustrat­
ing for handicapped people to always be on 
the receiving end. 
"They like to help other people, too," she 
said. 
Steven Hartwell, a clinical professor of law, 
allowed the audience to address some of the 
problems here on campus concerning diver­
sity. The audience of about 35 divided into 
separate groups to discuss what USD could 
do differently to have a more varied student 
body. Most agreed that USD needs to make 
the campus more accessible to the handi­
capped, and admit more minorities. 
According to Dr. Cynthia Villis, dean of 
academic services, USD is working hard to 
bring more diversity to the campus. This 
year's freshman class of880 students consists 
of 26 percent culturally diverse people, not in­
cluding international students. This is up 
from 18 percent for last year's freshman class. 
Cultural diversity is still seen as a problem 
on the USD campus, however. 
"We don't have the diversity here on cam­
pus," said professor Reinhart Koehler. Koehler 
teaches the CCI class Major Social Concerns 
in America. "I think that we are depriving our­
selves of a tremendously enriching experi­
ence if we don't meet people of different ex­
periences and backgrounds." 
Koehler attended the seminar and felt it was 
very informative. 
"It was positively unsettling because it 
pointed out things that we're really not aware 
of because we're so socialized into these be­
haviors. Wejustdon'tnotice it until someone 
points it out to us," he concluded. 
by Jim Washam 
Last Wednesday, February 27, USD hon­
ored the passing of the Most Rev. Leo T. 
Maher by cancelling all campus functions 
until 2:30pm, pending services at the Im-
maculata Church. 
A major question that arose was, "Was the 
funeral service for the Bishop Maher para­
mount to a morning off without classes? 
Both the teachers and students agreed that 
the morning off was well worth the time to 
honor one of San Diego's most influential 
leaders. 
"The morning off gave me time to think 
about this man's contributions to USD and 
the Diocese. He (Bishop Maher) accom­
plished much in his life-time for the better­
ment of USD and the Catholic community," 
said Senior Terry Pratt. 
Margaret Bailey commended his efforts on 
helping the homeless and other unfortunate 
people of San Diego. 
Dr. Roger Pace stated, "Much of what the 
school is can be contributed to him. I felt that 
the morning off was certainly warranted." 
Dr. Pace also expressed sorrow for Bishop 
Maher's death. "Some sadness must be felt 
for the passing of the man who was so instru­
mental in helping make USD what it is to­
day." 
"A partial day-off was justified in order to 
reflect on his influence on the school and the 
community. The time off to mourn was brief, 
as I feel Bishop Maher would have wanted. 
Due to his love of the pursuit of higher 
education and community involvement, the 
time off was well spent to pay tribute to this 
highly respected man," said Junior Mark 
Stephens. 
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Connecting through dialogue; 
exploring cultural diversity 
by Juan J. Alfonso 
and Juan M. Gonzalez 
A cultural workshop for the campus com-
m unity was presented at the UC Forum last 
Saturday. "Connecting Through Dialogue" 
was the title of the conference which brought 
together USD studentsof many ethnic back­
grounds. 
Sixteen students representing the Black 
Student Union, the International Students 
Organization, Hispanos UnidosandEmerg-
ing Leaders discussed culture-related prob­
lems. The issues included racism, oppres­
sion, and xenophobia. The conference was 
organized by Steven Jones, resident direc­
tor, Yvette Fontaine, International Stu­
dents advisor, and Ruben Mitchell, assis­
tant director of Student Activities. 
Junior Carlo Schifano, a member of 
Hispanos Unidos eraphisised the main 
theme of the confenence by saying, "the 
majority of the people at USD are not 
aware of the lack of cultural diversity. 
Until we (the students) bring it up, it will 
not be recognized as a problem." 
The morning began with an icebreaker 
which allowed everyone tohavetheoppor-
tunity to familiarize themselves with each 
other. 
The meeting then proceeded to a cultural 
interview where the participants spoke of 
the hardships and afflictions they experin-
ced on campus because of tifeir ethnic 
heritage. Jason Kelley from the Black 
Student Union said this activity was ex­
tremely useful because it made one search 
within oneself for their cultural identity. 
"The questions were repeated many times, 
and each time you had to go deeper and 
deeper inside yourself to getan answer," he 
said. 
Two resident advisors from San Diego 
State University then took over the meet­
ing for an activity called "Rainbow Rapp." 
Brent Sypert and Daren Mooko touched on 
several issues which the students openly 
discussed. 
The participants believed the combina­
tion of many different viewpoints was 
confined on page 9 
Cultural diversity at USD 
Competency Examinations 
The Foundations Curriculum General Education Requirements allow students to 
demonstrate competency by examination in the following areas (equivalent courses 
in parentheses): 
Writen Literacy (English 21) 
Upper-division Writing Proficiency ("W" Courses) 
Mathematics (Mathematics 11) 
Critical Reasoning (Philosophy 1) 
Foreign Languages (Third Semester Competency) 
Students must pre-register and pay $25 non-refundable fee per exam by Thursday, 
March 7, 1991. For testing in languages not taught on campus, students should 
contact the Foreign Language Coordinator, Founders 134A. 







Critical Reasoning Serra 209 
Lower-division Composition Camino 102 
Upper-division Writing Camino 102 
10am to noon 
2pm to 4pm 
10am to noon 
2pm to 4pm 
2pm to 4pm 
Students wishing more information should contact the Dean's Office, College of 
Arts and Sciences, Founders 114. 
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AIDS on campus has risen 
continued from page 5 
A study published in The Jour­
nal of Counseling & Develop­
ment which examined the pos­
sible relationship between stu­
dents' knowledge of AIDS and 
their sexual behavior listed four 
procedures counselors and edu­
cators should consider to fight 
AIDS (see inset on page eight). 
The main emphasis of these 
procedures was to influence the 
students' attitudes about sex by 
personal discussion, not through 
lectures. 
Assumption College, a Catho­
lic liberal arts college in Worc­
ester, Massachusetts, began 
voluntary AIDS educational 
programs in 1985, bringing 
medical doctors and speakers 
from AIDS Project Worcester 
on campus for lectures. In 1989, 
they made the programs manda­
tory, taking the problem to the 
students in their dorms. 
The program methods were dif­
ferent than those in the past, ac­
cording to one of the program 
organizers, Neil Ryan Castro-
novo. "Rather than emphasize 
the fear of AIDS, our staff 
wanted to work with students in 
raising awareness and influenc­
ing responsible behavior 
changes through developing the 
interpersonal skills necessary to 
avoid high-risk sexual behav­
iors," he said. 
Although it is too early to as­
sess the effects of this program, 
Castronovo claimed it to be an 
initial success. "97 percent of 
those who attended indicated 
that they learned new informa­
tion that they considered of value 
to them in making decisions in 
their lives," he concluded. 
Keeling believes colleges are 
still not doing enough about the 
problem. "A significant num­
ber of institutions are still not 
doing anything, or are only talk­
ing about abstinence, or feel they 
can't talk about condoms," he 
said. 
"Besides discussing condom 
use, AIDS-education programs 
need to teach students to sepa­
rate sex and alcohol, to negoti­
ate with partners for safer sex, 
and to seek intimacy without 
necessarily having intercourse," 
Keeling believes. 
Keeling concluded by saying 
that "the bottom line is that stu­
dents have no personal sense of 
being at risk." 
Trial alcohol ban on city 
beaches affects students 
• Public opposition can not sway Council 
by Rhonda Nourse are going to be able to drink is in 
San Diego's City Council ap- theirown homcsand in theirown 
proved a new alcohol ban for its yards," predicted another P.B. 
city'sbeachesinacontinuousef- resident in the Mar. 1 edition of 
fort to eliminate alcohol-related The San Diego Tribune. 
problems that grip the commu- A year ago, the same city coun-
nity. cilrejectedaproposalforabooze 
The one-year trial ban will take ban on the beaches due to much 
effect Apr. 17 and will cover all public opposition. This year, the 
city-owned beaches. The ordi- ban proposal was unanimously 
nance restricts alcohol from approved. Some city council 
Sunset Cliffs to the southern end members were encouraged to 
of Torrey Pines S tate Park. This support this year's ban due to the 
includes all public areas: side- successful trial bans imposed in 
walks, streets, and courtyards at La Jolla Shores and North Park 
Mission Beach, Mission Bay, and Community. 
Pacific Beach. Mayor Maureen O'Connor was 
There has been much public op- notinfavoroftheban.Sheargues 
position to the ban which argues that a ban will punish responsible 
that the city should focus on the drinkers in the process of culling 
existing laws to curb loitering, out the offenders. However, she 
abusiveness and other problems did not vote on the issue. She left 
related to the open consumption the forum early to attend to mat-
of alcohol. ters concerning the drought. 
A USD student who lives at Pa- At the the end of the trial period, 
cific Beach thinks that the ban city officials will measure the im-
will only push drunks and other pact of the ban and then discuss 
problems to different areas, whether to expand it or to make 
"Pretty soon theonlyplacepeople it permanent 
Catch a Peak of Colorado Next Summer 
University of Colorado at Boulder 
What will you be doing next summer? 
The same old thing? Or will you . . . 
Catch the challenge. Attend the 1991 
CU-Boulder Summer Session with over 
500 courses, including Intensive Spanish 
Summer Institute, International Business, 
and Performing Voices of Women, to 
name just a few. 
Catch a bargain. Summer tuition at the 
Boulder campus is lower than during the 
regular academic year. 
Catch 1,000 peaks. Colorado has more 
than 1,000 spectacular mountains above 
10,000 feet and 53 peaks soaring over 
14,000 feet. Your only obstacle will be 
deciding which ones to climb, hike, or 
bike up. 
Several terms to fit your schedule. 
Term A: June 3-July 5; Term B: July 
9-August 9; Term C: June 3-July 26; 
Term D: June 3-August 9. Intensive 
courses also available. 
Call (303) 492-2456 or mail the 
coupon for a CU-Boulder 1991 Summer 
Session Catalog, which contains 
everything you need to know about 
special courses, registration, housing, 
tuition and fees, financial aid, services, 
and class schedules. 
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution 
X. 
Yes, send me the free 1991 CU-Boulder Summer Session Catalog. 
Name 
Date of Birth 
Social Security Number* 
Mail To: 
Office of Admissions 
Regent Administrative Center 125 
Campus Box 7 
University of Colorado at Boulder 
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0007 
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New Alpha Phi alcohol policy sets standards 
by Vincent Bianchi 
Since the opening of the Alcala Vista Apart­
ments, special interest floors have given 
Residence Life their share of problems. Many 
of these problems have been associated with 
the alcohol policies set forth by the univer­
sity. In an effort to curb this problem, Alpha 
Phi has taken a pro-active role and has set 
self-disciplining standards for the women 
who live on their special interest floor. 
Kristin Chismark, president of Alpha Phi, 
thought of the idea after having a meeting 
with Skip Walsh, director of Residence Life, 
and Andy Basque, resident director of the 
Alcala Vistas. 
"During the meeting it was stressed to me 
that special interest floors have had problems 
in the past," Chismark said. "I didn't want 
my sorority to be a problem so I decided to do 
something about it and adopt some form of 
written policy. Also, the sorority constitution 
states that any sister house must be dry." 
With the help of Laura Aberer, the admin­
istrative assistant, Chismark developed the 
floor standards concerning alcohol (see inset 
above). 
The standards, which went into effect Feb­
ruary 18, were agreed upon in an Alpha Phi 
chapter meeting. A copy of the standards 
was signed by every women in the chapter. 
Basque has been resident director for the 
last three years and has dealt with the prob­
lems of special interest floors in the past. In 
fact, fraternities were not reissued floors 
because of their reoccurring problems, she 
said. 
"When you have a whole floor of people 
who know each other and are involved in the 
same organization, it can make for a tough 
environment for Residence Life," Basque 
said. "It would have been easy for us to 
mandate similar standards, but this way is 
much more productive. It is a very positive 
step." 
So positive, in fact, that on February 19, 
Alpha Phi extended the idea to the three other 
sororities at US D so they could adapt similar 
standards to fit their own individual floor. 
These are in the progress of being im-
plimented and soon each sorority will handle 
their own internal enforcing and awareness. 
"Let me stress the fact that they did this by 
themselves," Basque said. "We are looking 
at these standards as a long-term solution. At 
the end of every semester we will sit down 
with the sororities to see if any adjustments 
are needed. It is important that this policy not 
only work for us, but for them also because it 
does involve a big commitment on their 
part." 
Campus cultural diversity 
continued from page 6 
beneficial toenrichthediscussion. Beatrice 
Weiss, an international student from Ger­
many, introduced the question of why we 
have to categorize ourselves into many 
ethnic groups. This notion was something 
foreign to her while living in Europe. 
One of the most important points to come 
out of the "Rainbow Rapp" was the neces­
sity of eliminating the word "minority." 
According to Fontaine, the word implies 
inferiority as a person rather than a nu­
merical disadvantage. 
The conference continued with an emo­
tional personal development speech by 
Dinnah Donato from SDSU. Once again 
the floor was open for free discussion. 
This was followed by lunch and then a 
motivational talk by Calvin Gavin. The 
speech stressed the importance of the indi­
vidual and gave insight on how to cope 
with the tensions and use them to our ad­
vantage. 
Gavin summarizedhis talk into two simple 
phrases: "If it is to be it is up to me," and 
"I can, I will, I shall hot be denied." 
The final part of the conference was the 
presentation on the subject of oppression. 
Steven Jones demonstrated how oppres­
sion (i.e. sexism, racism, ageism, homo­
phobia, etc.) takes a pattern of cycles and 
how it restimulates itself. 
The program was a good opportunity for 
the participants to communicate with each 
other without letting emotions get in the 
way of aclcar understanding. Jones stated, 
"Conferences like this are imperative 
because no one can tell 'my story' like I 
can. The only way that can happen is when 
someone engages with dialogue with me 
as a peer and not more or less than me." 
Alpha Phi Floor Standards 
1) Two Managers of the Alcohol Policy (MAPS), who have the authority to confis­
cate alcoholic beverages found on the Alpha Phi floor/bridge, will be appointed. They 
can check refrigerators. 
2) The first confiscation of an alcoholic beverage found on the floor is considered an 
official warning. The beverage will be disposed of and the violator's name will be 
recorded in the MAPS notebook. 
3) A second offense is considered a deliberate lack of cooperation by the member and 
therefore the violator will be required to stand in front of the Standards Board, where 
punishment will be determined. Also, the RD is notified. 
4) A third violation (or any thereafter) will result in another appearance in front of the 
Standards Board, Each consecutive violation will result in harsher consequences 
which could lead to pulling of the pin. 
5) MAPS will keep a confidential notebook to chart offenses. Names will be reported 
to the vice president in charge of standards on the second offense. 
6) If a guest of a member has an alcoholic beverage on the floor, the beverage will be 
confiscated and the offense will be recorded on the members record as if it is her 
beverage. 
7) Every Alpha Phi member is required to sign and abide by the standards contract. 
Each resident living on the Alpha Phi floor is to read and sign the actual standards 
contract at the beginning of each semester. The slate will be cleared when the contract 
is signed by the residence at the beginning of each new semester. Offenses will be 
carried over if the contract is not signed at the beginning of each semester. 
Despite the new standards, Basque and the 
resident assistants are still responsible and in 
charge if an incident were to occur. 
"The key to the whole thing is the coopera­
tion between Residence Life and ourselves," 
Chismark said. "I've put a lot of work into 
creating the standards and I'm confident that 
it will be successful for us as well as for 
Residence Life." 
Sigma Chi placed on 
probation by national 
by Rhonda Nourse 
Sigma Chi was placed on show-cause pro­
bation on Feb. 12 by its International Head­
quarters, due to chapter improprieties in its 
pledge program and a history of fraternity 
violations. 
Show-cause probation is the highest level 
of Sigma Chi's probationary tier; one step 
short of charter suspension. A field consult­
ant visiting the chapter in February was the 
first to become aware of the inconsistencies 
in Sigma Chi's pledge program. 
The field consultant, who visits various 
chapters across the nation to audit a chapter's 
organization, brought the violations to the 
attention of the local alumnae and the head­
quarters staff. On their recommendation, the 
chapter was placed of probation. 
'The chapter was placed on probation due 
to some improprieties in its pledge program," 
said John Horn, manager of undergraduate 
services of Sigma Chi International Frater­
nity in Evanston, Illinois. 'The chapter had a 
history of hazing, it was unable to discipline 
its members, and showed a general lack of 
responsibility." 
Sigma Chi has an Apr. 12 deadline to pres­
ent its internationals with a plan to prove that 
it is worthy and committed to upholding 
Sigma Chi's ideals, thus keeping its charter. 
Horn said that the national would like to see 
the plan includemandatesforeliminating the 
bad aspects of the pledge program, including 
hazing, and establishing an internal judicial 
system. 
"We have great confidence in the USD 
chapter, but with a history of problems, we 
want to make sure it can get back on its feet," 
said Horn. 
National hopes for Sigma Chi to rehabili­
tate itself through the help of local alumnae. 
"Local alumnae will conduct interviews with 
every chapter member to find out who is 
truly committed to improving the chapter," 
said Horn. 
Horn commented that the chapter has a lot 
of good guys, but it is the bad guys who put 
the chapter in jeopardy. Under the past lead­
ership of Rick Apel, and current president 
Rob Capone, the chapter has strong leaders 
whose determination can set the chapter in 
the right direction said Horn. 
President Rob Capone keeps in close con­
tact with Horn to ensure that his steps will 
clear the way for the chapter to travel in a 
positive direction. 
"The national fraternity has mandated 
change in pledge programs. Therefore, we 
are working with guidance from the national 
to revise our program," said Capone. 
He added that Sigma Chi is expected to 
have a full pledge class in the fall due to an 
IFC mandate for defered rush in which only 
freshman will be permitted to rush. 
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Student services should remain open 
by Jonathan Canedo 
What if you gave a funeral and no 
one came? Well, there was no fear 
of this occuring during the funeral 
mass for Bishop Maher last Wed­
nesday. In fact the University, at 
the expense of students, did every­
thing possible to ensure that the 
many mourners who were expected 
to attend would be able to easily 
find parking. 
First, the University forbade 
commuter students and faculty 
members from parking on main 
campus until after 2 pm, when the 
mass was completed. If a student 
needed to do any work on campus, 
too bad. They couldhave parked by 
the field house and used the Tram. 
And from what I understand from 
the parking restrictions, the same 
held true for faculty members. How 
presumptuous of them to want to 
park near their offices if they needed 
to get some work done Wednesday 
morning. 
But the University thought of this. 
Just cancel all classes until the fu­
neral mass was over. That way stu­
dents and teachers would have no 
reason to come onto campus. And 
better yet, just close all university 
offices for the day, opening up even 
more parking spots as employees 
could take the day off. Even those 
offices which contain student serv­
ices. Like the Health Center. 
How silly of students to expect 
that any of the services they occa­
sionally need would be available 
that day. After all, we were burying 
the former Bishop of San Diego. If 
they got sick, they could wait a day 
until the Health Center reopened. 
After all, death is more serious of an 
issue than mere illness. 
At least the library stayed open. 
Students, unless they were com­
muters and couldn't park on main 
campus until the afternoon, could 
use its services during the funeral. 
While I respect the work that 
Bishop Maher did for this univer­
sity, in helping it grow and develop, 
I see the complete shutdown of the 
university as happened last Wednes­
day to be ludicrous. Everyday stu­
dents on campus have concerns and 
needs that have to be addressed. 
Since the offices are already closed 
two days a week, over the weekend, 
the closing of student services in the 
middle of the week seems rather 
stupid. 
Maybe next time a funeral mass is 
held on campus, the University will 
consider keeping at least those of­
fices which directly handle student 
concerns open. That and allowing 
students and faculty to park on some 
lots, even if large numbers of mourn­
ers are expected, would be nice. 
To the extreme 
by Art Laflamme 
There has been a lot of fanfare 
recently about our school' s admini­
stration and it's policies. It seems 
that things like the role USD played 
in the decision to raze the California 
Theatre, as well as the renaming of 
buildings around campus, has upset 
a few people. The goals and inten­
tions of the administration have been 
put in question, and whether they 
deserve to be so closely scrutinized 
or not is a decision better left to the 
individual. 
I, however, have reached a deci­
sion. I am a bit miffed by it all. 
Maybe miffed isn't the right word 
for it. I am upset to see such a heavy 
emphasis being placed on fundrais-
ing and money. It makes me feel 
that the goal of this school is slowly 
changing from educating the young 
men and women here, to function­
ing as a money-raising entity that 
can keep feeding itself. If we are in 
dire straights, facing economic fail­
ure at any moment, then I guess I 
could understand a mad effort to 
revive the money flow problem. 
But last I heard, we weren't. It's 
all for the sake of growth. It's a 
period of voluntary pain that we are 
experiencing, in hopes that when it 
is over, USD will emerge as a better 
school. Maybe we are putting the 
Catholic part of our university on 
the top shelf, outof the way. Maybe 
we are trying to isolate this school, 
distancing USD from the rest of the 
Catholic Church. Idon'tthinkUSD 
was ever a whirlwind of Catholi­
cism, teeming with it to the point 
that it showed up in everything on 
campus. USD is, and I think it 
always has been, a university, first 
and foremost, and Catholic second. 
It was my reservations about this 
period of growth that at first set me 
on edge. I was worried that the 
campus would grow only in terms 
of its physical assets: nicer build­
ings, improved science labs, an 
improved library. Sure, a sixty-
thousand-dollar tram might be 
viewed by some as a bit much. Yes, 
it was sad to see Saint More lose his 
recognition here on campus. And I 
for one am going to miss the statue 
of the Virgin Mary with baby Jesus 
that is in the rose garden behind 
Maher Hall. But if we are going to 
grow, I decided, we should going to 
grow in all ways. 
It may just be time to take a look at 
some of the other ways schools like 
USD are growing. One that I am 
particularly interested in is some­
thing with which Stanford has been 
experimenting. For the past few 
years, they have been running an 
experiment in one of their dorms 
there. They get a group of 48 volun­
teers, 24 men and 24 women, to 
trade in their same-sex roommate 
for a random roommate of the op­
posite sex. No, it is not the kind of 
hippie love, free sex experience you 
might expect to hear about from the 
San Francisco area, but rather a 
look to the future of housing at the 
university level. Yeah, I know the 
Church would frown on something 
like that. I'm not talking about 
allowing it on a permanent basis, 
but rather on an experimental or 
shor- term basis. 
Perhaps this could be used to help 
bolster the image of USD, to help 
portray it as a leader among the 
colleges of San Diego, maybe even 
of Southern California. I think USD 
could use to focus more on its im­
age in the community. The growth 
of the campus and the buildings arc 
pretty obvious, and it might be a 
pioneer attitude like this that could 
help to catapult USD's image from 
that of 'The Little School on the 
continued on page 11 
Smart weapons, 
dumb policies 
by John P Herrmann 
The US victory against Iraq 
showed the strength of the mili­
tary and the effective weaponry 
employed by the US forces (ie. 
smart bombs, Patriot missiles). 
It also gave the impression of the 
US being able to beat any foe that 
causes trouble in the world. The 
US militarywillusethiswarasa 
way to preserve the military 
budget from any significant cuts 
and to pursue the policy of being 
policeman to the world at the 
expense of the faltering econ­
omy. 
When the government finally 
admitted that we had entered the 
Post-Cold War era, it launched a 
campaign against deep cuts in 
military spending. Bush ex­
plained that the Post-Cold War 
world was a "dangerous place." 
The threat was no longer com­
munism, but global instability. 
"We need forces to respond to 
threats in whatever corner of the 
globe they may appear," Bush 
said. ThePentagon came up with 
a fi ve-year plan calling for a cut­
ting of its forces by about 25 per­
cent but its spending by only ten 
to fifteen percent. 
When the President and Con­
gress finally came up with a 
budget last year, less than $10 
billion was cut from the mili­
tary's spending. This does not 
include the cost of the Gulf con­
flict which could prove to be very 
high. 
This budget agreement also in­
cludes a protection scheme for 
the military which bars Congress 
from transferring money from the 
military to domestic programs 
for three years. Military spend­
ing cuts are to be used solely for 
deficit reduction. So much for 
the "peace dividend." 
If instability is a new threat there 
will be no shortage of enemies. 
But the world has been unstable 
for a long time without requiring 
the US to police it. If this is the 
case then we have to get involved 
in the Baltics, Africa, South 
America and Central America. 
The world is too big for the US to 
tackle all threats that may arise 
and this could prove very costly. 
Military spending accounts for 
as much as twenty percentof our 
country'smanufacturingproduc-
tion. The military spends about 
$300billionayear. Themilitary 
budget could easily be cut in 
half, retaining one of the strong­
est military forces in the world 
and still free nearly $ 150 billion 
a year to invest in rebuilding our 
country, 
It is estimated that 66 percent of 
all federal research and develop­
ment funds and nearly 70 per­
cent of the Energy Department's 
budget now goes directly to the 
military. This country could 
invest a significant amount of 
that in developing renewable 
energy sources such as solar 
energy and to restoring thecom-
petitiveness of American indus­
try. 
But the military usually gets its 
way. If we continue to spend 
these exorbitant amounts on the 
military, we will destroy our 
economy even further and make 
it less possible for the non-mili­
tary segment of our industry to 
compete with the other industri­
alized countries. This would 
make it more difficult to develop 
the alternate energy sources we 
are in such great need of. 
This role as global policeman 
can only spell decline. By slay­
ing dragons around the world, 
the US will be less able to com­
pete with theother industrialized 
nations and the US will fall fur­
ther behind. It is lime that the US 
put its money where it is most 
needed—at home. Our immense 
military budget has taken too 
much money away from research 
and development that would 
benefitcommercial industry and 
from many social programs. 
The US government has a 
skewed sense of priorities. It is 
more concerned with events 
overseas than with conditions on 
the home front. I am not calling 
for the US to stick its head in the 
sand and ignore international 
events, but just to be more re­
sponsible to the sinking econ­
omy and crumbling infrastruc­
ture of this country. We have to 
bring back America's competi­
tive edge and not just be known 
for our military prowess. 
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To the extreme 
Time to let a culturally 
diverse student speak 
by Juan M Gonzalez 
Now is the time for all people to come to the 
aid of their university. There are problems 
on campus that are adversely affecting cul­
turally diverse students which need to be 
addressed. This campus lacks the support 
from USD for strong sense of cultural ethnic­
ity at all levels, including academic and social 
programs. 
Our campus environment is predominately 
Anglo or Caucasian. According to the Office 
of Institutional Research, in 1990 the Anglo 
enrollment was 81.3 percent while the whole 
culturally diverse student population com­
prised a humiliating 14.9 percent. An Anglo 
majority exerts many psychological and 
emotional burdens on diversified students. 
For example, many diversified students on 
campus refuse to contribute to organizations 
such as the Black Student Union, Hispanos 
Unidos, and the "many" other student or­
ganizations. They fail to identify with their 
culture or peers because of campus stere­
otypes and pressures in campus life that 
don' t emphasize racial heritages. These stu­
dents' attitudes are the results of administra­
tive negligence in assisting student's needs. 
Without administrative support many of these 
students struggle to adapt academically and 
socially in this unreceptive campus climate. 
This is why I call upon the faculty and top 
administrators to incorporate affirmative ac­
tions to meet the needs of culturally diverse 
students. We are human, possessing no infe­
rior qualities that justify derogatory labels. 
These students who are alienated or ignored 
by the mainstream of campus life are un­
likely to remain. 
I feel it is the responsibility of this univer­
sity to educate and inform the students who 
comprise this unique institution thereby 
preparing the Anglo majority for the "real 
world." The university level is a great place 
to experience many cultures, however, many 
Anglo students fail to recognize the experi­
ences of culturally diverse students here at 
USD. 
Recently, the American Council on Educa­
tion presented a college campus survey which 
showed 76 percent of African American stu­
dents (compared to 36 percent of Anglo 
students) felt that discrimination of African 
Americans was still an important issue of 
campus life. This study also showed that 71 
percent of African American students thought 
that Anglo graduates had a better opportu­
continued from page 10 
Hill" to that of a school on the cutting edge 
of higher education. 
And I think an active role in conserving 
water is just the way. Yes, I know, Physical 
Plant has been cutting down its water use for 
some time now, and Skip Walsh says that 
there is a drought education program in ef­
fect on campus, to help the students living on 
campus use less water. 
There is more that can be done by those who 
live on campus to conserve water. When I 
went home to Marin County a few weekends 
ago, I found it to be in the same drought we're 
in, only they are a little worse off then we are. 
While there, I discovered that one of the local 
newspapers had run a special section dedi­
cated to the drought, and they filled it with 
helpful hints of how to live with water ration­
ing. The section had all kinds of ideas 
covering a wide range of ways to save water, 
but their number one suggestion really caught 
my eye. They suggested that people shower 
together. It makes sense, being as showers 
use six to eight gallons of water a minute, and 
two people could use that water more effi­
ciently that just one. 
Now, I realize that the Church would never 
allow this kind of thing, but 1 think USD 
should look into it, at least on an experimen­
tal basis. I mean, this drought is a pretty 
serious thing. We're all in a bind, and well, 
this could really be a chance for USD to 
shine. It would be a great opportunity for 
some good PR for USD. We'd save water, 
lower USD's water bill, and we'd be helping 
the San Diego community. 
Sound a bit absurd, abit scary? You're right 
- it is. But then again, it would be as bad for 
USD to completely walk away from its Catho­
lic heritage. We are not just a university; 
we're a Catholic university. And I was 
raised with the belief that Catholics are sup­
pose to live out their beliefs, an example for 
others. Should the administration of this 
school continue to keep the Catholic focus of 
this school tucked away on a top shelf some­
where, they might just forget about it. Y eah, 
we need money. B ut I don' t think we need to 
sell our souls to get it. 
nity of receiving the employment of their 
choice, but only 34 percent of Anglo students 
did not feel they would receive a better 
chance of getting the job of their choice. 
The perceptions that Anglos have of cultur­
ally diverse students are predominantly 
negative. This is another reason that I feel it 
is up to the university to train all members of 
this institution to be more sensitive to our 
campus problems by confronting these is­
sues. As a student experiencing this first­
hand, I must add that it is demeaning to face 
these realities, so I offer suggestions to en­
hance these realities, in hope that USD will 
implement these strategies. 
1. The University of San Diego can begin, 
at a critical level, requiring everyone's re­
sponsibility to take a progressive role in 
supporting one another. 
2. To improve our campus climate will take 
many drastic changes in order to fulfill every 
need for the sense of acceptance. The cli­
mate of acceptance should start by recruiting 
larger percentages and more effort to keep 
culturally diverse students, faculty, and 
administrators. 
3. Leadership must evolve with total com­
mitment from the president and Board of 
Trustees. To have an effective change on 
campus, the university must include the ac­
tive involvement of senior faculty members. 
4. There should not be any talk without 
action. Actions would visibly verify an eth­
nically mixed and racially administrative 
staff hired by the president to show he has 
full interest in the participation of cultural 
diverse students. 
5. The campus life must bring functions that 
benefit extracurricular activities and culti­
vate pluralism in these cultural presenta­
tions. Presentations should include ethnic 
speakers, performers, and participants in 
campus activities that will in effect bring a 
culturally diverse campus atmosphere. 
6. Other strategies should be to develop 
educational materials and programs on di­
verse student problems which they live with 
everyday on campus. 
7. The university should integrate academic 
concerns with student life through commu­
nication by strengthening faculty involve­
ment 
8. A commendable strategy would be to 
reward and organizations for exceptional 
progress in recognizing and creating positive 
climates for culturally diverse people. 
CCI classes could have proven invaluable 
by John Coppes 
Two months ago I started my sixth semes­
ter here at USD, and I have to say that for the 
most part I have enjoyed every minute of my 
stay. I, just like every other student on 
campus, have followed every little step (every 
nit-picky detail is more like it) towards the 
opportunity of grasping that little w hite piece 
of life known as a diploma. 
It should obviously come as no surprise, 
then, to realize that if the Administration see 
fit to pull a stunt like adding or dropping a 
class to/from my graduation curriculum, I'm 
darn sure going to notice! 
That is why I at least had to raise an eye­
brow, and my pen, when I heard that the CCI 
course is no longer a requirement for gradu­
ation. 
Let me tell you about my CCI course that I 
was forced to take freshman year. It was 
called "Gender Differences in Contempo­
rary America," and I do praise the Admini­
stration in that, because of their decision, no 
other males at USD will have to take that 
course. It was amazing. I was one of three 
guys in this class of 75, and the average class 
discussion went something like this: 
Teacher: We hate men! 
Students: Hail! Hail! Hail! 
Teacher: How do we like men? 
Students: Dead! (etc....etc...) 
All things considered, it made a tremen­
dous impact on my college career. But I say 
all that to say this: 
As much as I joke about my own CCI 
course, I am truly convinced that the Ad­
ministration is doing a great disservice to the 
students here at USD by taking away this po­
tentially stimulating course based solely on 
Classic and Contemporary Issues. This is 
one course where so much could have been 
gained, yet it fell so short that the Admini­
stration was forced to deem it irrelevant. 
In a school so vocally committed to the 
furthering of ethical practices, I have a hard 
time understanding why a course in Classic 
and Contemporary Issues could not be one of 
the University of San Diego's greatest as­
sets. 
Why not make it mandatory for all business 
majors to take a course in business ethics? 
Why not make it mandatory for communica­
tions majors to take a course in media issues 
and ethics? 
And what about music majors and english 
majors and biology majors? No doubt there 
are innumerable classic and contemporary 
issues to each of these fields worthy of dis­
cussion. 
In my opinion, it was a dire mistake to pull 
the CCI from graduation requirements; I 
mean if you're going to pull a course, pull 
Chemistry for Pete's sake. Now there's a 
beneficial course. 
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USD students sea how to study 
by Renee Bukovchik 
and are taught by visiting professors. The 
professors attempt to integrate course mate­
rial with the countries on the itinerary. 
In addition to regular coursework, students 
are required to complete a "field compo­
nent." They can enhance their education by 
various activities in port, including stays 
with families in the countries, visits to uni­
versities, travels to historic, cultural and re­
ligious attractions or meccas, or independent 
travel in the cities and rural areas. Stays in 
the ports range from three to seven days. 
On board the SS Universe, an 18,000 ton 
converted cargo ship, are classrooms, closed 
circuit television capabilities, a library, thea­
ter, student union, and cafeteria. A basket­
ball and volleyball court, weight room, and 
swimming pool provide a campus atmos­
phere for longer periods at sea. 
In Fall 1991, the ship will follow the Spring 
itinerary in reverse order, and will depart 
from Vancouver, British Columbia on Sep­
tember 14. In the future, a trip to Capetown, 
South Africa will hopefully be in the itiner­
ary. 
Additional information about the trip can 
be obtained by writing to Semester at Sea, 
University of Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or by 
calling 800-854-0195. 
Anchors aweigh! 
On January 27,1991,theSSU niverse began 
its annual trip around the globe, carrying on 
board 13 USD students. 
The SS Universe started from the Bahamas 
and will end its 100-day voyage in Seattle, 
Washington on May 7,1991. In between are 
days filled with scenes from Around the 
World in 80 Days. 
The first ports of call were Venezuela and 
Brazil, coinciding with the annual celebra­
tion of Carnivale. According to officials on 
board the ship, many students joined the 
"bocos" and danced in the streets with Bra­
zilians to the "trios electricos"—musicians 
performing on truck platforms in the parade. 
Students have been to sugar plantations, 
historic churches, and research stations along 
the coast of South America. 
Today the ship is at the Southern tip of 
South America, at the Cape of Good Hope. 
Kenya will be the next stop, and from there 
they will travel to the popular British resort-
islands of the Seychelles, India, Malaysia, 
Hong Kong, and Japan. They return to the 
States on May 7,1991. 
Semester at Sea is academically sponsored 
by the University of Pittsburgh. Approxi­
mately 500 students from across the US 
participate each fall and spring semester. 
Students can choose from 50 lower and 
upper division courses in a variety of disci­
plines, most of which are fully transferrable 
to USD. 





by Chris Homewood 
It's finally here! 
On March 15 the 1991 Special Olympics 
World Tour will bring some of the na­
tion's top Olympiads to USD to show off 
their basketball talents. 
All USD students are invited to come 
cheer on these fantastic kids and see them 
in action. Past years have seen big turn­
outs for Special Olympics basketball 
games, and the coordinators are hoping 
for an even better response this year. 
Students who are interested in taking a 
more active role in this very special event 
should sign up in Volunteer Resources, 
located in the lower level of the UC. 
There will also be a mandatory informa­
tional meeting on Mar. 14 at 7pm in Solo­
mon Lecture Hall. 
When signing up to be a participant, stu­
dents should indicate next to their names 
what they would like to do for the Special 
Olympics. The coordinators and kids par-
icipating in this event need, and would 
appreciate, help with score keeping, time 
keeping and refereeing. 
For additional information students 
should contact Barbara in Volunteer Re­
sources, x4798, or Christina at x7673. 
photos by Paula Matteucci 
Last Saturday, Mar. 2, the United Services Organization sponsored a carnival for children 
whose family members are in the Persian Gulf. The event was held at the USO near the San 
Diego Convention Center. Four USD organizations participated, including the B iology Club, 
Psychology Club, Alpha Epsilon Delta the pre-med fraternity, and Delta Sigma Pi the 
business fraternity. The clubs volunteeredtheir services at four booths: pine cone bird feeders, 
cookie decorating, post-card painting, and a ping-pong ball toss for goldfish. 
"Expression 
in the form of 
essay" contest 
by Janeil Wilson 
The USD Social Issues Committee is 
sponsoring an essay contest as part of its 
social justice theme of the year, "Valuing 
Diversity". 
The "Expression in the Form of Essay" 
contestisopentoallUSDstudents. Gradu­
ate and Undergraduate essays will be 
judged separately. The prizes for each are 
$75 for firstplace, $50 for second, $25 for 
third, and $5 for five honorable mention 
awards. 
The essay concentrates on these ques­
tions: What does it mean to value diverse 
cultures and/or lifestyles? How can we, 
and why should we do so? 
Entries must be typed, double spaced, 
and no more than 1,000 words in length. 
The last day to submit entries is Apr. 8. 
Contest rules and applications are avail­
able in the Student Affairs Office, UC 232. 
"Expression in the Form of Essay" is 
only one of the many aspects of the Social 
Issues program. Some of the other events 
they have coordinated for March include a 
"Valuing Diversity" film series shown 
Mondays at 5:30pm in UC107, a speaker 
discussing border issues, a "Multicultural 
Volunteers and Volunteering" seminar 
Mar.14, 9am-l:30pm in Forum A, and a 
faculty presentation, "Media: Is there 
Diversity in the Marketplace of Ideas?" 
For more information regarding the "Ex­
pression in the Form of Essay" contest or 
other "Valuing Diversity" events, call Vol­
unteer Resources at x4798. 
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Senior baby photo contest! 
Guess who these seniors are and win a free ticket to Senior Banquet! 
Drop your guess in the box located in the 
UC. Correct answers will be drawn from a 
raffle, and winners will be notified. 
Members of the Senior Banquet Commit­
tee are not eligible. 
List of seniors to choose from: 
Rick Apel, Vince Bianchi, Annalisa Booth, 
Mary Carson, Jennifer Castle, Melissa Con­
way, Rick Eyman, Todd Ferguson, Tricia 
Giacomini, A1 Ingallinera, Kirsten Light­
house, Katie Mahoney, T.P. McCabe, Paul 
McHale, Katherine McKeon, Margo Mul-
lally, Rich Pearl, KatherinePistey, Theresa 
Spencer, Brigid Sullivan, ToddTillmanns, 
Toni Tortorelli, Alan Trafton, Lesley 
Walsh, Erica Dikeou, Liz Walmen, Jon-
marie Badillo, Paula Marcheschi, Brenden 
Griffen, Glen Hickok, Joleen Meekin. 
Brew Review 
by Heather Ochsner 
This week's target: Kahuna's 
Locale's rating: three brew dudes jjg$ 
Owner's rating: one-half brew dude 
This week's review brings us to the sunny 
shores of Hawaii; or as close as we could get 
anyway. Kahuna's, on Turquoise street, 
combines Hawaiian character with a lively 
pub atmosphere. 
On entering Kahuna's, 
patrons are greeted by 
h uge Hawaiian bouncers 
requesting to see an ID. 
Even those well over 
twenty-one can't help 
but be intimidated. 
The ceilings and walls 
are covered with surf­
boards and island para­
phernalia giving the feel­
ing of an exotic island 
pub. Weekend nights 
are packed at Kahuna's 
as bar-goers surround the 
hut-like barin themiddle 
of the room. 
Pool tables and fooseball tables are placed 
throughout the bar, and players often find it 
difficult to play with the surrounding crowds 
stumbling around. 
Music blares from overhead speakers, and 
surfing videos can be viewed on screens 
around the bar. Classic rock and famous 
oldies are played from a CD jukebox, mak­
ing the atmosphere even more lively. 
I was enjoying my evening at Kahuna's 
until suddenly, the music stopped and a man's 
Brew Review Rating Scale: 
4 Brew Dudes... 
3 Brew Dudes... 
2 Brew Dudes... 
1 Brew Dude 
voice came over the loudspeaker. I turned to 
see what was happening, and before me 
stood "The Big Kahuna." 
Standing approximately 5' 10" tall, this man 
was not very big except for his large belly 
that showed years of 
heavy drinking. He 
looked well over forty 
with a long gray beard. 
"Big Kahuna," the 
proud owner of 
Kahuna's, began to yell 
obscenities as he en­
couraged female pa­
trons to disrobe in ex­
change for freet-shirts. 
He blabbed on and on 
but was ignored by most 
people except for a few 
males out searching for 
a cheap thrill. How­
ever, they got that just looking at the under-
dressed waitresses who sauntered around 
serving drinks. 
Although I was very disappointed with the 
"Big Kahuna," I still enjoyed the atmosphere 
and music at Kahuna's. I give this weeks 
island pub three brew dudes, but unfortu­
nately, the "Big Kahuna" gets 1/2 Brew 
Dude for his extremely offensive appearance 
at this bar. Kahuna's is located at 873 Tur­
quoise Street in Pacific Beach. The number 
is 488-6201. 
Men's tennis vs. University of New Mexico 
1:30pm at the west tennis courts. Free. 
For information, call x4803. 
Student Services Lenslab. P.O. Box 22-2596, Hollywood, Florida 33022 
1iWSp 
Save up to 50% or more on your 
Contact Lens Replacements 
The exact same lenses your doctor ordered at wholesale prices. 
Our low prices lets you SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE! Lenses as low as $14 
per pair....no clubs to join...no hassles...no gimmicks. Most lenses shipped to 
you within 24 hours via Federal Express & all are 100% GUARANTEED! 
Simply call in your Doctor's name and phone number (or address) using our 
toll-free number below. (24 hours-7 days). Our optician will contact your 
Doctor for you and obtain your prescription. (Verification is required to order) 
2 4  H o a r s  
7  D a y s  
YES... we can 
save you up to 
50% and more on 
ail name brands 
...including new 
"disposables". 
START SAVING NOW! ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-800-726-7802 TODAY! 
(Lenses sent C.O.D. with FREE shipping insurance!) 
$ense of dol!ar$ 
Alternative investment ideas! 
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by Bernard Candelaria 
and Kevin Janusz 
Money! When we need it, we never seem to 
have it; when we have it, we never seem to 
have enough. This common dilemma stems 
from the improper use or lack of money 
management. Your money should work for 
you, not against you. 
The ability to preserve your wealth and 
standard of living can be an excruciating 
task. However, by following a few simple 
guidelines, you can increase your dollar 
buying power, and savings rate. Typically, 
a college student will have a bank account 
that consists of a checking account and/or 
savings account. Some checking accounts 
are interest -bearing and pay on the average 
of 5.0 percent. Savings accounts pay 5.0 
percent to 6 percent. However, when taxes, 
fees and inflation are deducted from the 
account, the student's return is substantially 
reduced. Thus, the investor is left with little 
or no return on his/her money. Some alter­
native investments that will enable a student 
to save more are: 
MoneyMarketAccount: AMoneyMarket 
Account enables individuals to receive higher 
yields than banks pay on savings and check­
ing accounts. Money Market Accounts are 
offered by financial institutions such as 
Merrill Lynch, Prudential-Bache, and vari­
ous Banks, and Savings and Loans. AMoney 
Market pools many investors' funds in order 
to purchase short-term bonds. 
Currently, Imperial Federal Savings of San 
Diego is paying 6.5percent. The minimum 
balance for this account is $5000. Some 
Crew vs. USC 
8am, Mission Bay Sat. Mar. 16 
For directions, call x4803 
HELP WANTED 
Wfffift©irs=A(2toirs=Airftfisfts 
Local and national 
assignments 
call Freelance Network 
1(900)226-3036 
F A S T  
f u n d r a i s i n g  
p r o g r a m  
$1000 in just one week. 
Earn up to $1000 for your 
campus organization. Plus 
a chance at $5000 more! 
This program works! No 
investment needed. Call 
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50 
Money Market Accounts can be set up much 
like checking accounts. Typically, three 
cash withdrawals are allowed for check 
writing purposes each month. 
Certificates of Deposit: A certificate of 
deposit allows an investor to provide funds 
for a specified period of time and receive a 
fixed interest in return. CD' s are provided by 
commercial banks and savings and loans. 
CD's are issued for small amounts such as 
$1,000, $2,500, and $10,000; Jumbo CD's 
are issued for $100,000. The fixed interest 
rate on a CD varies with the maturity of the 
investment 
Credit Union Checking Account: Acheck-
ing account at a credit union offers similar 
interest rates as banks and savings and loans. 
The benefits, however, are lower monthly 
fees and no minimum balances that most 
banks charge. Most credit unions have re­
strictions on membership qualifications. USD 
students can place their money at Mission 
Federal Credit Union in an account that pays 
5.0 percent. 
These alternative investments clearly show 
the overall advantages available to the inves­
tor who seeks the optimal return on his or her 
money. These investments are safe, have 
proven track records, and are as easy to open 
as a checking or savings account. 
As students, the time is right to begin prac­
ticing personal financial management. By 
making wise and conservative investments 
now, students are preparing themselves for a 
successful financial future. 
jl Nicole Morin, Freshman, 
• Undecided—Money 
f mooching 101. % 
J 
Tom Neville, Freshman, Political 
Science— Anarchy and you. 
U Robert Bremond, Freshman, Busi-
H ness— Coach McGarry 's running class, ' j 
Alfredo Silva, Sophomore, Education-
Chemistry in Society, because I caught up 
on my sleep. 
Jeff Borja, Sophomore, Psychology-
Psychology because it's my last class of 
the day (sorry Dr. Durell). 
column and photos by Jennifer Valliere 
Dean holds Oxford informational 
Mr. Paul Saville, Dean of the Liberal Arts 
Programme at St. Clare's in Oxford, Eng­
land, will be visiting USD to inform students 
about the merits of the program. He will 
present an informational meeting in the UC 
107, 12:20 pm on March 15. Interested 
students should also sign up at Dr. Virginia 
Muller's office (Serra227) for an afternoon 
group conference with Mr. Saville. 
USD has two affiliated study programs that 
enable students the opportunity to study and 
travel abroad. The first is St. Clare's in 
Oxford, which is a private, independent col­
lege, located near the Oxford campus. 
The second is the Center for Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies, associated with Ox­
ford Univeristy' s Keble College. Only a few 
USD students have attended this program in 
the past, but the curriculum is encouraging to 
liberal arts students. 
Dr. Virgina Muller of the Political Science 
Department coordinates both programs. In­
terested students should contact her to dis­
cuss study in Oxford. 
The application process must be completed 
by Apr. 15. No late applications will be con­
sidered. All materials can be gathered from 
the Political Science faculty secretary in Serra 
216. Requirements for the program include a 
transcript, two letters of recommendation 
sent directly to Dr. Muller, and an academic 
credit form signed by the registrar. 
The tuition for both programs costs as 
much as the tuition at USD for a full time 
student Students are expected to sign up for 
15 units of course work. Financial aid can be 
applied to one semester of study abroad. 
Additional sources of financial aid are avail­




Contact Lenses For Less 
Fast, Convenient, Direct-to-You savings 
of up to 50%. All Brands and 
Prescriptions in stock, including Tints & 
Disposables. Overnight shipments 
available. Lenses 100% Guaranteed in 
factory-sealed vials. 




ASM 7 Days 
1109 N. 21st Ave. Hollywood, FL 33020 
F A S H I O N  V A L L E Y ' S  
RAZOR'S EDGE 
Barber & Beauty Salon 
STUDENTS RECEIVE 20% OFF WITH ADD 
Foil Highlighting 
Sun Glitz • Frosting 
Corrective Coloring 
Permanents • Relaxing 
Facials • Body Waxing 
Manicures & Pedicures 
Sculptured Nails ~ 
Q HOURS © TUESDAY - FRIDAY 
9AM - 8PM 
MONDAY & SATURDAY 
^ 9AM - 5PM 
V SUNDAY 
12 NOON - 5PM 
© HAIR WEAVES, EXTENSIONS & BRAIDINGS 
©We use and recommend PAUL MITCHELL 
©  S A L O N  H A I R C A R E  P R O D U C T S  
122 Fashion Valley * Next to Fashion Valley 4 Theatres 
-291-5330 
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Women: can't live with'em, can't eat without 'em 
Life and 
other jokes.. 
by Kent Sligh 
My girlfriend dumped me last week and I 
lost my major source of income. 
It happened suddenly. We were watching 
The People's Court on TV. 
'The lady with the chicken is guilty," I said. 
"Kent, I don't want to date you anymore," 
she said. 
"Relax, I'm not sure she's guilty," I said. 
"It all depends on the midget's testimony..." 
"I can't stand it anymore," she continued. 
"Star Trek the Next Generation is on in five 
minutes," I said hopefully. 
"You are so insensitive—you know nothing 
about women!" she insisted. 
"What are you saying, the chicken lady is 
innocent?" 
"You embarrass me in public, I find you 




Reasons to Censor 
the Vista: 
1. Prevent leaking important 
military information during 
sensitive Middle East talks. 
2. Certain articles were found 
to contain subliminal 
messages that said "worship 
the tram." 
3. "If I want a student's opinion, 
I'll give it to them!" 
4. Wish Vista was more like 
"U magazine." 
5. New study indicates that 
Scott Petri's columns cause 
gas in laboratory rats. 
6. College Life section is 
getting out of hand. 
7. It's important at any 
university to hide truth and 
stifle knowledge. 
maturity of a 12-year-old, sometimes 
younger. Please don't tell anyone I ever 
dated you," she said. 
I decided to give my girlfriend her walking 
papers. Sometimes you have to make a 
stand. 
And she's the one who's immature—once 
when we were at the beach she destroyed my 
castle for no reason. 
I couldn't believe she dumped me. I walked 
into my room where she was busy packing up 
several of my possessions. 
"You accidentally packed my Van Halen 
tapes," I offered. 
"I'm taking these tapes, those shirts, and 
this stuff here," she said. 
"Pardon me?" 
"Kent, you almost killed me in that car 
wreck, your dog peed on me and my neck 
was sore for a month—I' 11 take what I want 
and you'll like it" 
I couldn't argue with that. 
An hour later I was sitting alone in my room 
when my dog wandered in. "It's just you and 
me now Chaucer," I said. 
She walked over and licked my face to let 
me know she still loved me. It made me feel 
all warm inside. 
Then I remembered this was the same animal 
that had picked up a piece of dog poop in her 
mouth that very morning. 
I ran to the bathroom and washed my face 
and rubbed "Bactine" on my lips. 
It wasn't until later that I realized the 
financial implications of the breakup. I began 
to miss the little things she used to buy me, 
like groceries. 
I noticed, as I consumed the last items in my 
refrigerator, that I was eating combinations 
of things that I wouldn't have tried under 
normal circumstances. 
I had just finished aplate of apple sauce, dill 
pickle chips and aging produce when I decided 
something had to be done. 
I was watching the TV, wondering how 
much it was worth, when an important ad 
came on. 
"MONEYHASSLES GOT YOUDOWN?" 
the ad asked. 
"Yes," I said. 
"NEED CASH NOW?" 
"Yes," I agreed. 
"WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE YOUR 
OWN MAJOR CREDIT CARD WITH A 
500 DOLLAR LINE OF CREDIT?" 
"Yes!" 
"CALL NOW TO QUALIFY FOR 
IMMEDIATE CREDIT! EVEN IF YOU'VE 
BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE YOU 
CAN QUALIFY NOW! 
"YES! YES! YES!!!" I began dancing 
around the room with joy — my problems 
were solved. 
I called the number and answered a few 
simple questions over the phone and they 
turnedmedown. I demanded an explanation. 
"You don't have a job Mr. Sligh," the 
woman told me. 
"That's why I need a credit card!" 
"Do you have any collateral?" she asked. 
"Well, — I have a dog." 
She hung up. 
It's a cold world out there. I suppose I 
would really be in trouble if I hadn't found 
out about the blood bank. 
They only let you donate once a day, but if 
I go to several different locations I can make 
almost sixty bucks. 
Passing out periodically is annoying, but 
otherwise it's working out fine. 
Warren & Ed 
CLEARLY WE- MEEP 
SOME SORT OF LAW... 
Petri Aerobicizes for Drug & Alcohol program 
by Norman Choi 
After a few beers, Petri broke off from the 
Off-Beat's own Scott Petri joined the girls 
of Alpha Phi for a fund-raising Aeroba-thon 
on Tuesday. 
Petri grew tired of the instructor's slow pace 
and took over to lead the girls on an 
exhilirating six-hour workout. Then he threw 
up in the bushes for a similar length of time. 
group and started doing his own routine. 
Petri credits his strict bi-annual exercise 
program with his stunning success in 
Tuesday's aeroba-thon. "You've just got to 
keep with it," he insisted. 
It was all for a good cause though, proceeds 
went to the "Just Say No" foundation and 
"no" seemed to be the keynote of the day. 
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The mother of all humor columns 
by Scott Petri 
Alert readers may notice, as they scream 
through this uproariously funny humor 
colum n, that this is indeed—The Mother 
of All Humor Columns. 
This is not going to be the Mother of all 
wimp-outs, like that tiny little war wehad 
last week with Iraq. No, this is going to 
be a lot funnier than that. 
Last week, my column was censored by 
USD's mother of all censors. This no 
doubt caused much jubilation here on 
campus. 
My mother, Kay "The Mother of All 
Mothers" Petri, was particularly happy 
about this turn of events. I didn't think 
the old bird could do backflips anymore. 
"But Mom!" I protested, "Censorship is 
wrong. It goes against everything we 
Americans stand for." 
"I don't think the founding fathers had 
real your columns before they wrote the 
constitution son," my mother replied 
gently. 
All of a sudden I remembered why I left 
home. Then I decided that I would call 
George B ush about this censorship thing. 
Surely, he would know what to do. 
I tried togetseveral USD Administrators 
in on my conference call to the President. 
However, they were busy at a censored 
meeting censoring futurecensored items. 
Apparently, it all hinged on the weather. 
When George came to the phone I asked 
him how much censorship should be allowed 
in a free society. Then I told him I went to 
USD. 
It turns out that George happens to be a 
proponent of censorship. "Hell yes! We 
censor Danny all the time," said an important 
White House official—not to be confused 
with President Bush. 
"Do you really think he could say all of 
those idiotic things? Hell No! We've got 
former Off-Beat writers working around the 
clock to come up with brainy sayings for the 
vice president. As a result, we probably 
employ more censors than your school," 
continued a high- level administration 
official—not to be confused with the 
President. 
"Ha-ha! Hey Barb! We've fooled another 
one," chortled that un-named key player in 
the Bush administration. "ThisPetri character 
actually thought Quayle writes his own 
material!" 
The President then laughed so hard, Millie 
had an accident on the carpet. 
I decided that perhaps the Bush 
administration was not very sympathetic to 
my censorship problem. I decided to take 
my cause to Jesse Helms' office. I heard that 
he was an advocate for unrestricted freedom 
of expression. 
Unfortunately, I couldn' t get through to 
Helms' office. It was the last day of 
Black History month and I guess all of 
Jesse's Afro-American constituents were 
busy calling to thank the Senator for all 
the work he has done on their behalf. 
When that door closed, I felt like I had 
nowhere to turn. My school, my mom, 
my President, and the nation's leading 
free speech advocate were all against me. 
Things did not look good for the future of 
this humor column. 
That is when I was visited by the ghost 
of humor columnist's past. "Scott," the 
ghost moaned, "keep the faith, many 
readerscounton you to keep their degrees 
of disgust at high levels. If you stop 
writing for the VIST A, these people won't 
have any excuse for being cynical and ill-
tempered. They'll have to think of other 
excuses for their unpopularity." 
That cinched it. I vowed right then and 
there I would withstand any censor's 
pen. I would listen to the criticism of any 
fan. I would pander to any reader that 
found my work offensive. I would make 
censorship something to be proud of 
again. I'd help spread the disease and end 
this vile free speech idea once and for all. 
But I'm not sending my columns home 
to Mom anymore. I want to see how long 
she can keep doing those backflips. 
EDITOR'S 
NOTE: 
Off-Beat would like to 
announce the debut of Paula 
Matteucci as our new official 
Off-Beat photographer. 
Paula conies to us after an 
exhaustive search to replace 
formerOff-Beatphotographers 
Chris McNulty and Norman 
Choi, who were fired because 
they did not snap pictures in 
respectable enough fashion. 
Besides Paula is much more 
attractive than Chris or Norm 
and she told us she was going 
to drop the sexual harrassment 
suit. 
We would also like to 
apologize for printing three 
photos of ScottPetri in the same 
section of the VISTA. If this 
unfortunate miscalculation 
should occur again, protective 




Photos by Paula Matteucci 
Canedo struggled with his golf 
bag for another 20 minutes before 
he could replace his 3 wood. 
Rohatyn, a fair ventriloquist, 
had Sligh convinced this tree 
was giving him good advice. 
The fourth week of Off-Beat's 
5th annual campus golf 
tournament provided surprising 
twists for our golfers. Dr. 
Rohatyn proved that a supreme 
being does indeed exist. For 
even though he had never played 
golf before, (a likely story) 
Rohatyn went on to score the 
second hole-in-one ever at 
Alcala Park Country Club. 
Although Rohatyn easily 
defeated Canedo, Petri, and 
Sligh with his spectacular shot, 
he continued to distract the other 
golfers by posing perennial, 
metaphysical questions. 
Sligh had problems with his swing 
after Rohatyn proved that he did not 
exist However, Sligh staged a 
comeback when a tree told him to 
go with a 7-iron. 
Canedo spent most of the day 
fighting with his bag and Petri just 
wandered around talking to himself 
as usual. 
"I putt, therefore I am," concluded 
Canedo. He is expected to be 
released from psychiatric care in 
time to golf with Sister Betsy Walsh, 
chair of the English department, 
tomorrow. As always, no video 
cameras or flash photography, 
please. 
After only a few minutes of 
concentration, Dr. Rohatyn 
actually became the ball. He 
scored the tournament's second (R-L) Dr. Rohatyn, Scott Petri, Our Lady of Tiny Divots, Jon 
hole-in-one seconds later. Canedo, and Kent Sligh. As usual, a good time was had by all. 
Dr. Rohatyn (left) gained the early approval of the crowd after he 
proved Sligh didn't exist. Canedo (right) fought with his golf bag 
for 20 minutes before he could free his 3 wood. 
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Flu's Views 
by Jeff Fluharty 
"What would you do if I sang 
out of tune, would you stand up 
and walk out on me..." 
Remember the good old days 
back in the early seventies? (OK, 
stop, you didn't get it. You see, 
that was the old Joe Cocker song 
from theWonder Years. I'm trying 
to create a mood here. Read on.) 
Life was simple, there weren't 
any midterms, credit card 
companies didn't threaten you, 
and you didn't even care about 
the opposite sex for they had the 
disease there is no vaccine for, 
"cooties." 
You would spend hours trading 
baseball cards and drinking 
lemonade, or you'd build a go-
cart, or maybe just play in the old 
manure pile. You were young, 
free, and pre-puberty life was 
good. 
Stress did not exist in your life, 
and your only responsibility was 
to have fun. 
Your biggest worry was that 
you'd sleep in and miss the cool 
cartoons and Sesame Street which 
seemed to start even before the 
rooster's clock radio went off. 
(Pause, so reader can relish in 
flashback of childhood.) 
I know, your eyes are a little red 
right now and you 're saying, "Flu, 
1,1 want to go back! I don't like 
being an adult! Screw 
Shakespeare, I want Big Bird!" 
Well catch this baby! Monday 
night at 8pm PBS will brings us 
an event more anticipated then a 
rerun of Good Times. 
It Big Bird's birthday (Yow! 
Now that's alliteration baby!) and 
PBS will bring us this monumental 
one-hour eventlive,Monday night 
in the special Big Bird's Birthday 
or Let Me Eat Cake. 
For the occasion, Big Bird 
teaches Snuffy how to skate and a 
hungry Cookie Monster does his 
best to resist the birthday cake be­
fore the party. Robin Williams 
shows Elmo the many uses for a 
stick (get your mind out of the 
gutter, this is not the Off Beat 
page) — from a baseball bat to a 
pool cue — and Whoopi Gold­
berg compares physical appear­
ances with Hoots the Owl. 
So go down to Target and buy 
yourself a pair of those pink PJs 
with feet built in, snuggle up with 
your mate, break out the Lucky 
Charms and indulge. 
Your bound to have more fun 
than you ever would at one of 
those juvenile drinking parties or 
playing co-ed naked Twister with 
a stranger in TJ. 
For those of you who think it is 
one of the seven deadly sins not to 
drink on a Monday night, (the 
other six being not drinking Tues-
day, Wednesday, Thursday, Fri­
day, Saturday, or Sunday nights), 
maybe you could incorporate 
something new into your wonder­
ful ritual. 
This time instead of taking a 
drink every time you make a coin 
in a glass (which could uninten­
tionally lead to painful intestinal 
problems and leave you 25 cents 
poorer than you were at the begin­
ning of the evening), watch (take 
a breath) ,BigB ird Birthday or Let 
Me Eat Cake and take a drink 
every time you learn something 
new. 
I am sure you'll get drunker 
faster, and who knows, you might 
be able to get into grad school 
with your newfound knowledge. 
Remember, angels fly because 
they take themselves lightly... 
Hard reality in New Jack City 
by Jeff Fluharty 
Warner Brother's New Jack City 
brings us a fresh and realistic look 
at drug trafficking, addiction, and 
the plague that drugs have unleashed 
on contemporary American soci­
ety. 
New Jack City puts the viewers in 
the battle grounds of inner city life. 
The movie shows us both sides of 
the law and explores the motives, 
circumstances, and desires of both 
the police, dealers, and addicts. 
The script was inspired by true 
stories of black gangsters like 
Oakland's legendary Felix Mitch­
ell. 
"Our script is taken directly from 
the newspaper headlines and the 
op-ed pages. You can make a movie 
about how it should be or you can 
make a movie about how it is. Our 
movie reflects how it really is," 
says co-producer George Jackson. 
New Jack City shows us some of 
the true secrets of crack production 
and graphically illustrates the 
struggles of going through drug 
rehabilitation. 
The film is directed and co-stars 
Mario Van Pebbles (Sony Spoon, 
Rappin', and Heartbreak Ridge) as 
Detective Stone. Stone hand-picks 
a small team of police officers to try 
and control the crack problem of the 
late eighties. The team is lead by 
Nick Peretti, a white ex- addict, 
played by Judd Nelson, and Scotti 
Appleton a revenge-driven, street­
wise cop played by ICE-T. 
New Jack City tries to go past the 
stereotypical cop/drugdealer mov­
ies and give us the big picture of our 
society's drug problem. 
Nelson' s charac ter describes it best 
when he says, "It's not ablack thing; 
it's not a white thing. It's a death 
thing." 
The gang members are not por­
trayed as pure evil men with no 
human emotions, but ratheras prod­
ucts of a twisted society that one 
almost feels sorry for. 
Wesley Snipes (Mo' Better Blues) 
Judd Nelson and ICE-T in New Jack City 
plays the drug tycoon Nino Brown. 
Snipes creates the multifaceted vil­
lain with a believable and powerful 
persona. Brown and his childhood 
friend "Gee Money" Wells, played 
by Allen Payne, start with nothing 
and build a crack empire, until they 
eventually dominate an entire square 
block apartment complex. The rela­
tionship between these two ghetto-
raised men, make their characters 
real and believable. 
New Jack City works because it is 
a quality fast pace action film with 
just enough realism and insight to 
challenge the audience. 
ICE-T's character is not a "Dirty 
Harry"-type figure which dominates 
the movie. Appleton is more like a 
single pieceofNew/ac^Ciry puzzle. 
The picture is really a collection of 
different individual stories. The 
audience sees the cops, the dealers, 
the addicts, and the average city 
person. It does not show us one side 
of the story or make everything 
black and white, rather it quietly 
asks us to interpret, judge, and think. 
Strong alternative camera angles, 
music, and different usages of light 
all add to the urban imagery of New 
Jack City. 
The epilogue asks us to "examine 
what motors the human soul on the 
courseof spiritual self-destruction." 
New Jack City goes one step fur­
ther then most flashy action mov­
ies. This is a solid film which defi­
nitely has something to say. 
I had a chance to talk with Mario 
Van Peebles about New Jack City, 
his career and life in general. Look 
for highlights from the interview 
next issue. 
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The Hollow Men are poets and you know it 
The Hollow Men practicing good oral Hygiene 
rodeo and it ain't pretty 
by Donna Di Mateo 
An exciting and fresh rock group might 
really have a hit with their new album Cresta. 
The Hollow Men consists of a band of five— 
David Ashmoore; lead vocals, Choque; 
rhythm guitar, Brian E. Roberts; lead guitar, 
Jonny Cragg; drums, and Howard Taylor; 
bass guitar. The alternative tape Cresta 
consists of many striking and enjoyable tunes. 
The Hollow Men formed together in 1986. 
Their first single "Late Flowering Lust" was 
a self-financed cover of a John Betjeman 
peom. Sir John (a well-known British poet) 
died just before the single came out 
The Hollow Men's debut, Tales of the Riv-
erbank, was released later in 1987. Promo­
tional copies of what is now a collector's 
item, included a ransom note that warned its 
recipients. "If you don't review our album, 
the hamster gets it." This was just a joke. The 
Hollow Men support Greenpeace. 
The Man who would be King, their second 
LP, was released in 1988. Later that year, the 
Hollow Men put out a series of singles: 
"Gold and Ivory," "The Drowning Man," 
and "White Train," respectively. 
More recently, they contributed to the New 
Musical Express LP, The Last Temptation of 
Elvis - a compilation of Elvis Presley covers 
by various artists that has so far raised over 
half a million pounds for the Nordoff Rob-
bins Music Therapy Center. The Hollow 
Mens' contribution, "Thanks to the Rolling 
Sea," was also released in England along 
with "November Comes," as a single in May 
1990. 
By Matt Heinze 
S ome people probably believe that the days 
of good Western movies are over. The new 
Samuel Goldwyn film My Heroes Have 
Always Been Cowboys definitely supports 
this theory. This movie has several appeal­
ing qualities, but the fact remains that it 
would have been more aptly titled Rocky 
Goes To The Rodeo. 
The movie stars Scott Glenn as a rodeo 
cowboy, who after having been injured in the 
ring, returns home to Oklahoma. Once there, 
he finds out that things have changed and that 
he must finally take responsibility for his 
own behavior. He is faced with emotional 
"November Comes," was the first single to 
surface from their (at the time) album in 
progress; Cresta. In September, "Moon's a 
Balloon," became the second single. This 
song was named after a line in an E.E. 
Cummings poem that appears in a collection 
entitled &And. 
Eventually, on November 5, Cresta hit the 
streets all over the U.K. 
Cresta is the Hollow Men's third-full length 
recording and their debut on Arista Records. 
Named after a fruity drink that was popular 
in Britain in the seventies. Cresta was soon 
followed by a tour that led the band through­
out England and included twenty well-
received dates. 
Following the January release of the singles 
Pantera Rosa (Pink Panther) in England and 
"November Comes" in America, the Hol­
low Men will again grace stages across their 
homeland. A three-week tour will feature 
dates in London, Liverpool and that "M" 
town and will culminate with a Valentine's 
Day appearance in their hometown, the lovely 
Leeds. 
Cresta will be sprung on the US just two 
days before this momentous occasion. 
The soundtrack is excellent and I guarantee 
if you listen to 9IX you will like this tape. 
My personal favorites are "Misunderstood," 
"Don't Slow Down," "November Comes," 
and "Tongue Tied." So if you would like to 
listen to a hot, new group—give the Hollow 
Men a try! 
to the 
and physical challenges as he struggles to get 
his life back in order. 
This all sounds as if it could be the back­
bone of a really good story, but the fact is that 
it just doesn't work. Instead of giving us an 
in- depth look into the life of this weathered 
cowboy, the writer, Joel Don Humphreys, 
gives us a superficial overview of all of the 
characters. 
He also misuses all of the exciting possibili­
ties that this film could have had, and turns 
them into a predictable and trite "Rocky" 
film. The final scene has our hero winning 
the "big" rodeo contest and the crowd actu­
ally chanting his name. It's painful to watch, 
believe me. 
The other big flaw in this film is in the 
direction. The director, Stuart Rosenberg, 
does nothing to aid the weak script. He gives 
the audience a finished product that doesn't 
flow and often just plain doesn' t make sense. 
About half way through the movie he decides 
to start ending each scene by panning to the 
sunset. 
He also delivers us an unsettling scene of 
Mickey Rooney chewing on candy. It's truly 
disturbing.The best aspect of this movie is 
the cast The performances are good, espe­
cially those of the supporting cast. Scott 
Glenn and Kate Capshaw, who plays his 
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girlfriend, are believable and interesting. 
Tess Harper, who plays Glenn's sister, and 
Ben Johnson, who plays Glenn's father, are 
strong and realistic. 
Mickey Rooney and Gary Busey also make 
excellent "cameo" appearances which help 
to hold the film together. The film also offers 
exciting rodeo footage and some pretty funny 
moments, but it's just not enough. All of 
these positive things can't hide the fact that 
the storyline is average and overdone. 
It's not that this film is bad, it's just that it 
should never have been made. America 
doesn't need another hero, especially one 
who would appear in a movie like this. 
t W 
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LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet 
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Tearn members 
used the"Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right-20 pounds 
in 14 days! The basis of diet is chemical food action and was devised by a famous 
Colorado physician especially for the U.S.Ski team. Normal energy is mantained 
(very important!) while reducing. You keep "full"-no starvation- because the diet 
is designed that way. It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work, travel or 
stay at home. 
This is , honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S Women's 
Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it I Right? 
So, give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski team gets. Lose weight the scientific 
proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets , you owe it to yourself to try 
the U.S. Women' Ski Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds 




BB King, Lucille, and the blues come to Bacchanal 
UCSD puts its Heart into the this modern-day satire 
BB King and Lucille 
by Chris Orr 
When Blues Boy King plays the Bacchanal 
Tuesday night, he brings with him 45 years 
of blues and "Lucille," his faithful old Gi­
bson ES 355 guitar that travels the globe 
wherever he goes. 
BB King bought his first guitar at the age of 
14. He grew up listening to the sounds of T-
Bone Walker, Lonnie Anderson and Blind 
Lemon Jefferson. His own career began with 
unpaid radio spots with Sonny Boy William­
son. 
With over 50 albums under his belt and an 
average of250 tour dates a year (it used to be 
300 but he's cut back), King is currently 
promoting his latest effort, BB King: Live at 
San Quentin, an album, recorded at the San 
Quentin maximum security facility, which 
garnered him an award for Best Blues Pei 
formance at this year's Grammy Awards. 
With blues classics like, "Sweet Sixteen, 
"Whole LottaLoving," 'The Thrill is Gone, 
"Sweet Little Angel," and "Lucille," Kin: 
plays his single note melodies clean with hi 
distinctive sweeping vibrato. 
King, who was influenced by some of th 
greats in blues, has his own following o 
famous guitar players who credit him for hi 
impact Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, Jimm; 
Page, Carlos Santana, Jeff Beck, Keit) 
Richards, and Neal Schon, acknowledg 
King's contributions to their playing. 
BB King will be playing two shows Tues 
day night at 7pm and 10:30pm. Tickets ar 
$21.50 at TicketMaster or the Bacchanal bo: 
office. ID is required. 
by Donna Di Matteo 
UCSD's Department of Theatre proudly 
presents The Modern Heart (and housing) , 
a play by third-year graduate playwriting 
student Kelly Easton, on March 13-17 in the 
Warren Theatre. Wednesday through Satur­
day the play begins at 8pm and Sunday at 
7pm. 
Government bureaucracy and the plight of 
the homeless collide in this bleak satire of 
life in an age of increased mechanization. 
Jeanine, the main character, homeless yet 
hopeful, pursues a better life for her and her 
daughter against all odds. Her sanity is 
challenged by the paper chasing employees 
of a government housing office. The office 
clerks, fed up with the daily routine, cash in 
their ideals to pursue their own desires and 
pleasures, creating a system of absurdity. 
Material may not be suitable for all audi­
ences. 
The Modern Heart (and housing) is Kelly 
Easton's thesis production for her Master in 
Fine Arts in Playwriting. Easton's last work, 
Ordinary Objects, was presented at UCSD 
last spring as part of the ongoing Plays in 
Progress. 
The production will be directed by James 
Peck, who recently staged Howard Barker's 
The Castle for UCSD Theatre. This will be 
his last production at UCSD before launch­
ing his professional career. 
The cast is Archer Martin as Jeanine; Amy 
Scholl as Linda; Devon Allen portrays Min­
nie; Bruce Smith plays Forbes; Paul Gutre-
cht is Vile; Robert Owens as Clarence, and 
Christina Lambert plays Lily. 
Designers are Michelle Riel, scenery; 
Christine Dougherty, costumes; and David 
Coons, lighting. 
Tickets are $12 for general admission, $10 
for seniors, and $6 for students; they may be 
purchased at the Price Center Box Office, or 
by telephone (534-3793) with a major credit 
card, or at the box office on the night of 
performance. 
Parking permits are required and may be 
purchased for $1 at the Gilman Drive infor­
mation pavilion. 
Archer Martin and Amy Scholl in The Modern Heart (and housing) 
Bacchanal presents the leather ladies of metal 
by Chris Orr 
In the rough and tumble world of heavy 
metal, all female bands tend lobe over­
looked as media tricks or unable to with­
stand the rigors of the road. 
One band, however, has managed to 
break out from obscurity and signed into 
the big time, which they did with talent. 
When Precious Metal plays the Baccha­
nal Friday night, they bring to the stage a 
raw guitar sound and metallic riffs that 
would catch the ear of any diehard metal 
fan. 
Lead guitarist Janet Robin and rhythm 
guitaristMara Fox blaze up and down the 
fretboard behind the solid grooves of 
drummer Carol Control and bassist Julia 
Farcy. 
Singer Leslie Knauer carries tunes with 
a Lita Ford or Joan Jettish quality. She 
delivers the songs with power and umph. 
They are touring to support their self-
titled album for Chameleon Records. Cov-
ersofSpringstcen's'TwoHcarts,"and Holly 
Knight's "Mr Big Stuff," are metal versions 
ofthe originals and they do it well. Theyalso 
brought in the helpof Nancy Wilson of Heart 
to help write and play on 'Trouble." 
The band will be playing Friday at 9:30pm. 
Alley Rat and Catch 22 will also be taking to 
the stage to open for the band. Tickets are $6 
and ID is required. 
Also comming to the Bacchanal is Wild 
Child, a recreation of The Doors live in 
Concert, March 16. Lead singer David Brock 
of Covina resurrects the late Jim Morrison, 
portraying the rebellious cult hero convinc­
ingly. 
Wild Child performs such Doors favorites 
as "Light My Fire," "Riders On the Storm," 
"Hello, I Love You" and "The End." With 
director Oliver Stone's made the move, but 
Wild Child brings the story to the live stage. Precious Metal 
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photo by Norm Choi 
Jose Luis Noriega has continued to be the leader for the University of San Diego men's tennis progam and 
a top athlete nationally. Look in next week's VISTA for indepth coverage on the USD tennis team's 
preformance at the Penn Collegiate Invitational at ASU. The next home match is Mar. 12 vs. New Mexico. 
C. HARDY KALISHER 
Gulf War cards should 
be buried in the sand 
A As a kid I grew up spending my allowance on America's great­est tradition, baseball cards. My buddies and I would spend hours sorting, trading, and ad­
miring Steve Garvey, Pete Rose, Nolan Ryan, and Reggie Jackson. Over 
the years I've probably accumulated over 20,000 trading cards and more 
card board sticks of bubble gum than McGyver could use. 
These days baseball cards have become a big time money maker with 
half-a-dozen major companies fighting for little kids' allowances. 
Makers of baseball cards are always trying to find other types of trading 
cards to sell. Topps Co. has been the leader in trading cards for nearly half 
a century. They produced the popular Star Wars series of the late 1970s 
and last year's special commemorative baseball card of President George 
Bush. 
In the spirit of the Persian Gulf War, Topps produced an 88 card, 22 
sticker Operation Desert Storm series. Young kids will trade two Gen. 
Colin Powell for a Bush. 
Rumors have been spreading that kids in Florida have been trading Bush 
and an M-16 machine gun for just one Storm in' Norman Schwarkopf. 
These kids want Schwarkopf for president. 
Parents in Orange County recently forbid their kids from keeping their 
Saddam Hussein cards. Meanwhile, Scub missiles and Patriot missiles 
have been an even trade. 
"Operation Desert Storm picture cards will give everyone accurate, re­
sponsible information in a prideful format," said Topps chairman Arthur 
Shorin. 
Timm Boyle, a Topps spokesman, said, "They're not gory...they don't 
glamorize the war." 
Whether or not Topps is selling it, war is gory and their plan to sell "both 
historical and educational" trading cards have failed. 
The tan-and-beige camouflage background cards list encyclopedic 
information on the back instead of batting averages. The statistics on the 
back of an F-14 card list its capabilities. 
If the cards also showed pictures of the Saudi Arabian coast oil spill and 
Baghdad buildings in rubbles, that have civilian death counts listed on the 
back, then the Operation Desert Storm cards would not be a glamorization 
of the war. 
It seems that Topps is helping to trivialize Operation Desert Storm and 
exploit a war that that is any thing but fun. A kid will not get an education 
from studying the capabilities of a M-16. The kid will only think that an 
M-16 is a neat toy. 
If T opps really wants to be in the business of education, then they should 
show a picture of an M-16 and what it does to the skull of an Iraq soldier. 
For 50 cents a pack, a kid of any age can buy eight cards and one sticker 
of the Persian Gulf War. Boxes of cards are selling as high as $35 each 
from trading card dealers. 
The only thing Topps is doing is exploiting war for their own personal 
profits and insulting our intelligence by claiming to do so in the name of 
patriotism and education. 
"Desert Storm, Coalition for Peace" appears on the cards and stickers. 
When are people going to stop with this oxymoron? War is not peace. 
Topps' Operation Desert Storm trading cards should be buried in the sand 
before they cause some harm. 
Don't ruin a proud American tradition. Keep our trading cards baseball. 
OK, maybe football. 
Men's Basketball season ends with second half defeat to St. Mary's 
by Brian Brokowski 
Everyone loves a Cinderella 
story in sports. Everyone, that is, 
except the team on the short end of 
the the deal. 
The University of San Diego, 
bringing back the mostplayers from 
last year, predicted by almost eve­
ryone to win the West Coast Con­
ference, saw their season end last 
Sunday night to the St. Mary's 
Gaels, 75-72 in the semifinals of 
the conference tournament 
This is the same St. Mary's 
team that lost their head coach after 
they started the season 4-9, with 
Chico State and Montana being 
among their losses. They entered 
the tournament with an 11-15 rec­
ord. 
Make no mistake about it, the 
Gaels turned it around. 
Arthur Caveness hit three free 
throws in the final two minutes of 
the game, a period in which the 
Toreros failed to score, to give St. 
Mary's the victory, and a birth in 
the WCC championship game 
against Pepperdine. The Gaels lost 
to the Waves 71-68 in overtime. 
USD finished the season with a 17-
12 record. 
With the game tied at 72 with 
under three minutes to play, the 
Toreros missed on two chances to 
take the lead, as Kelvin Woods and 
Keith Colvin each missed the front 
end of their one and one. 
USD held a 12-pointlead early 
in the second half, fueled by An­
thony Thomas. Thomas scored 10 
oftheToreros' first 12pointsofthe 
half as USD stretched a 39-35 
halftime advantage to 47-35 with 
18:19 to play. 
USD could not avoid the St. 
Mary's three-point shot barrage that 
would ensue, however. The Gaels 
hit five three-pointers in just four 
minutes, including three by Kevin 
Weatherby. Weatherby's last gave 
St. Mary's a 58-57 lead, its first of 
the game, with 11:31 left in the 
second half. 
"That was spectacular," said 
USD Head Coach Hank Egan, "I 
don' t think they missed any during 
that one stretch." 
The Gaels seemed to take the 
momentum from that point and built 
a 68-63 lead with six minutes left. 
The Toreros, as characteristic the 
entire season, came right back. 
Woods dropped in a lay up and 
Wayman Strickland nailed a three-
pointer for the tie. After a steal, 
Michael Brown hit a three-pointer 
from the baseline, and USD had a 
71-68 advantage with 4:10 left. 
They would score just one more 
point. 
The Gaels ran off two baskets 
before Colvin hit one free throw 
with 2:32 left to tie the game. 
Woods led the Toreros with 
Continued on page 24 
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rB,Laji.Crhjls.Bla,s. Baseball player sues USD 
Continued from page 1 
exams and undergoing rehabilitation to get 
cleared to play baseball," said SchwindL 
"Even when I was in the hospital I said I'd 
play in two months. I realize that wasn't re­
alistic but now I can play." 
Schwint's grade point average rose from a 
0.8 in Spring 1990 to a 3.2 last Fall. 
"Obviously, I'm fitmentally. Once I gained 
my weight back to 
normal I was ready to —————— 
play. 
"I was surprised he 
(Iannacone) said 'no.' 
He said it was in my 
best interest He never 
told me how he came 
to that conclusion. 
He's basing it on my 
injury and that is dis­
crimination and is 
against the law." 
Schwindt was not 
cut from the USD 
baseball team by Head 
Coach John Cunning-
ham. 
"Cunningham had no say in the decision. 
Iannacone made the decision and I under­
stand that there was a committee," said 
SchwindL 
The basis for the suit is the Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973 which was created to assist those 
who have been injured from being denied 
employment. The Act has been broadened to 
include people who have been injured during 
extra-currilcular activities at universities. 
USD issubjecttotheActbecauseitreceives 
federal funds. 
Although Schwindt received medical clear­
ance from both his neurological surgeon, Dr. 
JustinRenaudin,andanotherphysician,USD 
administrators were not satisfied and re­
quested a third opinion. 
"They (USD) sent my medical records to 
someone who didn't even see me and he said 
'no.' How can he say 'no' when he never saw 
me?" said Schwindt. 
According to Schwindt, since he filed the 
suit the athletic department has not made any 
comment. 
"I've gone through several steps to be able 
to play, but Iannacone keeps saying no. My 
lawyer talked to him and I keep giving him 
the opportunity, but he is not willing to do 
that. I keep giving him the chance to get out 
gracefully," said Schwindt. 
Sometime next week Foster plans to get a 
"I just want to play. 
I'm not suing for mil­
lions of dollars, I'm not 
greedy. I could trans­
fer to another school... 
but I don't want to play 
elsewhere. I want my 
degree from USD." 
temporary restraining order that will allow 
Schwindt to participate in practice with the 
team. It will not require Schwindt to play in 
games. 
If USD does not change its policy, there 
will be an injunction hearing and, if needed, 
a court date. 
Also included in Schwindt's suit is the 
payment of his legal 
fees. 
" C u n n i n g h a m  
needs me as a 
pitcher. I can help 
this team win games. 
I believe he does too. 
I think he supports 
me. I don't want to 
distract him from 
coaching the team. 
This suit is between 
me and Iannacone. 
I'm even willing to 
wear a helmet. I've 
contacted helmet 
manufacturers to de­
sign one for me. 
They have no excuse not to let me play," said 
SchwindL 
Schwindt has agreed to sign a waiver re­
leasing USD from any pain and suffering lia­
bility he may suffer if he is reinjured. 
"The other players on the team have been 
very supportive. If it weren't for them I 
wouldn't be alive," said Schwindt. 
In fall of 1989 Schwindt was hit in the head 
with a line drive while pitching during an 
unofficial intrasquad game. His teammates 
reacted quickly and administered first-aid. 
They were attributed with saving his life. 
"We were all freshmen on the team to­
gether. I miss playing with them. Right now 
I'm doing the laundry for the team I wanted 
to play for, I thought I would be playing for. 
Why else would they give me the job? 
"I'm not trying to hurt anyone. I'm suing 
to stay here. I have a dream and that is to play 
baseball. I don'tsee how Iannacone can take 
that away from me," said Schwindt. 
Iannacone has decline to comment of the 
suit to the LA Times and has not been avail­
able for a VISTA interview. 
"I just want to play. I'm not suing for 
millions of dollars, I'm not greedy. I could 
transfer to another school like LMU or Pep-
perdine but I don't want to play elsewhere. I 
want my degree from USD. I feel I have the 
right to play,"said Schwindt. 
Want to be famous? 
Write your own 
SPORTS column. 
Cover a sports beat. 
Call x4714 










By Vincent Bianchi 
WARNING: Please consult physician 
before reading this article. You may dis­
agree with the views presented and be­
come very angry. But, remember one 
thing as you enter the world of Bianchi's 
Biases, thefollowing are merely one lowly 
sportswriter's opinions (and yes they are 
all true). 
Let's start with... The Boston Celtics. 
Absolutely the best team in the NBA this 
year no questions about it!!! The combi­
nation of the old men and the young boys 
will lead them to the championship over, 
yes, the L.A. Lakers. A series for old 
times' sake. 
Portland will choke, again. Michael 
Jordan still doesn't have enough help to 
lead Chicago over the mountain and the 
pistons have gone bad in Detroit's en­
gine. Definitely no threepeat. Celtics in 
five! 
Larry Bird is still the BEST forward in 
the league no matter what his age. Imean, 
last week against Indiana he went 7-10 
from three-point range. 
Bird is the leading the league in assists 
for all forwards. He is averaging over 20 
pts. a game, 8 rebounds, and the hick from 
French Lick has never-ending pride. 
Larry Bird is my favorite athlete of all 
time and the best forward in history. Yes, 
Leo Ronces, much better than James "Role 
Model" Worthy. 
Look for my homeboy Sean Elliot to 
lead the San Antonio Spurs to the cham­
pionship next year. Sean played his high 
school and college ball in the great city of 
Tucson. 
It's just a matter of time before he breaks 
out in the limelight. It would help his 
cause if Terry Cummings would pass the 
ball once in a while. Geez, what a gun. 
Let's face iL the Running Rebels are the 
best team in the nation. It's men among 
boys. BUT look for the Rebels to get 
upset in the NCAA Tourney. That's 
righL you heard it here first, they will not 
win back to-back titles. 
OK, so you're wondering, who can beat 
UNLV? Easy. The Arizona Wildcats. 
Sure they've lost some games on the 
road, but they are the only team with the 
potential. Their size, coaching, and the 
fact that I put a hex on the Rebels will lead 
Arizona victory. 
Three reasons the Rebels won't repeat 
1) Head Coach Jerry Tarkanian will 
choke to death chewing on a towel (play­
ing Arizona). 2) The Wildcats will beat 
them. 3) Most importantly, they 
shouldn'tbeinthetournamentanyway. I 
believe that the NCAA Infractions 
Committee was paid off by Nevada's 
Gambling Commission. 
Last add Rebels: There is absolutely no 
way they could beat the Sacramento Kings 
of the NBA. Never ever ever!!!!! Sorry 
Andrew. 
In Pro Football, Bubby Brister will lead 
the Pittsburgh Steelers to the Promised 
Land. You heard it here first. The Steel­
ers, the team of the 70s, will be crowned 
champions once again. 
Here's the plan. They will trade up so 
they can draft "The Rocket" from Notre 
Dame, who will no doubt be an impact 
player in the NFL. 
Since we're on the subject of college 
football how about those Buffalos from 
Colorado? Oh sure, they were voted 
National Champions. With the help they 
received from the officials they were a 
shoo-in. 
First they get five downs to score against 
Missouri, then in the Orange Bowl some 
bozo calls a clip on Notre Dame to nulify 
the spectacular puntreturn of the Rocket. 
EVEN if it was a clip, the ref should have 
let the most exciting play of the game 
stand. 
With the schedule Notre Dame plays 
they should have been champions the 
past three years. And Lou Holtz is the 
best coach at the college level. 
Look for the Wildcat football team to 
compete for the tide (just kidding). 
On to Major League Baseball. @##@!! 
This is going to be tough, but what the 
hell. The New York Yankees will win 
the whole thing. Seriously, stop laugh­
ing. They will sweep the Dodgers in the 
World Series. Weirder things have hap­
pened. 
With the core of Mattingly, Maas, 
Kelley, and the absence of George Stein-
brenner, the sun will shine in New York. 
All they need is a little pitching (OK, a lot 
of pitching). But good news, I hear 
through the grapevine that Catfish Hunter 
will attempt a comeback. 
Continued on page 23 
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The Los Angeles Kings are the only LA 
team I like (fake fans; seeing Arsenio 
Hall on ESPN's Sportcenter really makes 
me sick). Wayne Gretzky and company 
will bring the Stanley Cup to southern 
California. 
Gretzky continues to marvel and since 
they've learned how to play defense 
they've become a real threat. 
If they do win it, it will be a huge insult 
to Canadians and Easterners. They be­
lieve that the trophy should stay in a real 
hockeytown. Someplace coldand where 
there is not a lot of movie stars. 
Now for some short notes. Jimmy 
Connors was the fiercest competitor in 
the history of sports. Andre Agassi will 
win his first Grand Slam title in 1991 and 
John Mcanroe will enter the top five 
again. 
Monica Seles is the new star in women's 
tennis. Martina Navratilova should retire 
and I still have a crush on Chris Evert. 
George Foreman will open his own fast 
food hamburger shops AFTER pounding 
Evander Holyfield. Foreman in five!! 
Jack Nicklaus could still be the best in 
golf if he dropped his hobby of designing 
golf courses. Who's had more bad luck 
than Greg Norman in any sport? Re­
member the name Phil Mickelson, an 
amateur at Arizona State? 
What ever happened to Mark Roth?? 
Does anyone care? 
Bo Jackson, Greg Lemond, and Larry 
Bird are the best athletes in the world. 
OK, Jordan is close, but until he leads his 
team to an NBA title... 
Here at USD, we have the resources to 
be the Notre Dame of the west coast, but 
lack the athletic backing and administra­
tive support. 
Hey ladies, soccer stud Trong Nguyen is 
still single and soon he' 11 be a pro driving 
his Porsche. 
Hardy Kalisher, my editor, is the best 
sports manager of all time. Steve Nelis, 
the infamous trainer, is a wonderful guy 
despite the 
rumors flying around. 
Strength coach Wayne Jacobs is a stud. 
The Torero Baseball team will surprise 
everyone and win the WCC. 
Just one question. Why, after scoring 
the first ten points in the first half in the 
WCC basketball tournament game against 
St. Mary's, was Anthony Thomas pulled? 
Why did he not return to the game? 
Just to throw it in. Brenden, Star Trek is 
a boring show. 
Chugger you get the couch and Paul your 
on the Futon. 
Led by Bird, Boston will win the NBA 
championship.... 
BMW*PORSCHE*MERCEDES 
IS THIS YOUR DREAM CAR? 
PARIS * CARRIBEAN * ROME 
IS THIS YOUR DREAM VACATION? 
q) ^ ^ ^ 4) 
NATIONAL COMPANY LOOKING FOR HIGHLY 
MOTIVATED ENTTREPRENEURS TO JOIN FAST 
GROWING BUSINESS 
PART TIME OR FULL TIME 
MAKE YOUR DREAMS A REALITY 
CALL (619) 496-2277 
24 HOURS MESSAGE 
by Rich Matthews 
and Bret Lindeman 
USD Rugby lost to Cal Poly Pomona last 
Saturday. However, by winning next Satur­
day's game, the Toreros will be in the cham­
pionships. 
USD's attack in the first half was not enough 
as Pomona got away with four trys. USD, 
primarily a second half team, used more 
force later in the game. Much of second half 
play was on Pomona's side of the field. 
Thanks to the team's late-arriving hero Chris 
Lohne, Francis (Camel Power) Kuttel, and" 
his majesty" MattZack, the Toreros smashed 
through the try line to score three times. 
Due to last seasons injuries, however; many 
of the key players could only watch the 20-12 
defeat from the sidelines. 
Last weekend was a learning experience for 
the USD ruggers. With the loss to Pomona 
last Saturday, the Toreros will bring bitter 
treachery and brutal force onto the field this 
upcoming weekend. 
In the second game, the Toreros avenged 
their tragic defeat by beating both of Cal-
State San Bemadino's firstand second teams. 
The rugged Torrero team withstood the bar­
rage of fresh players that San Bernadino con-
standy sent onto the field. 
USD dominated with a flurry of trys by 
George Hurley and the teams new friend 
Matt "Mad Dog" Roberts, as well as conver­
sions by Mr. OMB AC Murphy, Tom Helmut, 
and Maddog Roberts. 
The team is now in post-season play, and 
travels to L.A. to play the winner of the 
Occidental/ Loyola game which took place 
earlier this week. 
USD Rugby would like to announce its 2nd 
Annual Touch Rugby Tournament on April 
6. Everyone is welcome to come out and get 
a taste of Rugby, both at the BBQ on the 
sidelines, and on the field. Teams for the 
touch tournament are now forming. 
R E S E R V E  O F F I C E R S '  T R A I N I N G  C O R P S  
START YOUR CLIMB 
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER. 
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership 
training. You'll develop confidence and 
decisiveness essential for success. And 
you'll qualify to earn officer credentials 
while completing college. 
Find out more. Call Major Stan 
Metzger at (619) 594-4943. 
ARMY ROTC 
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE TOU CAN TAKE. 
Rugby 
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Basketball season ends 
Continued from page 21 
21 points, Brown added 18, and both Strick­
land and Thomas had 14. 
USDshot52percentfrom the free throw 
line while the Gaels sank 65 percent. St. 
Mary's shot 42 percent from three point 
range. 
The Toreros snapped out of their four 
game losing streak with a dominating 72-62 
win over Gonzaga (14-14) in the first round 
of the tournament on Saturday. USD never 
trailed in the game, but the Bulldogs kept it 
close in the first half. 
Woods again was the force for the Tore­
ros. He scored 12 first-half points. The next 
closest Torero was Anthony Thomas with 
four. USD led at the break 31-26, but 
quickly put the game out of Bulldog hands 
in the second half. 
Wayman Strickland's three-point shot 
with 16:21 remaining gave USD a 38-27 
lead, and it grew from there. The Toreros 
led by as much as 19 with a 50-31 lead at 
the ten minute mark. 
Egan believed that defense won the 
game for USD. 
"I thought we defensed their stuff as 
well as we ever have in my time at the 
University of San Diego," he said. 
Woods led all scorers with 23 points. 
Thomas finished with 15. 
Surfers survive "Sink or Surf' 
Last Saturday the Surf Club held its 
annual "Sink or Surf" contest. 
On Friday night the forecasted tiny surf 
and cloudy weather had spirits pretty low. 
In a last chance effort to appease the surf 
gods, some club members decided to offer 
a board sacrifice. 
Apparently they accepted it, the surf was 
a very fun 2-4 ft., and the weather was 
perfect. 
The turnout was only average, due to the 
lack of faith in board sacrifices; however, 
for the 30+people who did show up it was 
a fantastic day at the beach. 
The "sink or surf" has become one of the 
Surf Club's most successful events. 
The contest is just like any other contest 
in which participants compete for tro­
phies and prizes provided by Emerald 
City Surf and Sport 
But there's a catch-surfers voluntarily 
consume a beer at the beginning of their 
heat 
This serves to loosen the nerves, help 
contestants relax to and occasionally 
induce vomiting. 
As one might conclude, those who 
make it to the final have a pretty good 
excuse for falling down. 
Fortunately on Saturday there was little 
falling, as club member Conrad B. com­
mented at the conclusion, 'That was the 
best surfing I've ever seen at a USD 
contest!" 
So who is the best drunk surfer at 
USD? Well, Ray Fulks holds that es­
teemed title with his first-place finish. 
Josh Graham got second, Brian McEv-
illy took third, Dave "Scratchin" Lattin 
captured fourth, Juan S. was fifth, and 
Doug Miser finished sixth. 
A plethora of home-cooked munchies, 
beer, and a special appearance by East 
coast ripper Morgan Bazilian made it a 
great time for all. 
Those who missed it can look forward 
to more events including camping trips 
and one more contest before the end of 
the semester. 
The club's nextmeeting will take place 
in front of the UC at noon on Thursday, 
March 7. 
SPRING TRAINING ! 
Baseball 
Herde's homeruns help Toreros 
split two with Cal St. Northridge 
by Vincent Bianchi 
The Torero 'Turbo" bus was on the road 
again as a scrappy USD baseball team 
faced Cal-State Northridge, ranked 16th 
in the nation, in a three-game series last 
weekend. 
It didn't start out well for the Toreros as 
they were crushed in the first game 14-1. 
However, they bounced back to win the 
second 9-6. The third game was tied when 
the umpires suspended the game due to 
darkness. 
Senior pitcher James Ferguson started 
the first game. It got ugly fast. Ferguson 
hit the first two batters then gave up a 
homerun to Scott Sharts of Northridge, 
the nation's leading Division I homerun 
hitter. 
"We just got off to a bad start again," said 
third baseman David Pingree. "You just 
knew it was going to be long game after 
the homer." 
There weren't many highlights for USD 
in the first game. They were outhit 14-2 as 
their troubles with Friday games continue. 
'This is our fourth straight series open­
ing loss. We really have to start digging 
deep and going after them," said second 
baseman Jim Keen. 
S harts got a second homerun later in the 
game to help Northridge's cause. 
"You could tell why he's the best in the 
country," commented outfielder Tony 
Maeder. "He's so strong. His second 
homer probably went close to 600 feet." 
"Step right up and get your tickets for the 
Kevin Herde Show. Half man, half ma­
chine, all business." 
The second game of the series was all 
Kevin Herde. Herde hit three homeruns, 
batted in seven runs, and went 4-4 to lead 
the Toreros to a 9-6 victory. 
"The pitcher kept thinking he could get 
the fastball by me, buthe was wrong," said 
Herde. "He threw the gas and I sent it the 
other way." 
"Yeah, he really crushed the ball," com­
mented teammate Jim Keen. 
"I feel privileged to be his roommate. 
Him and I have decided to go to 
Disneyland together." 
It was ironic. Herde's three dongers 
were against the nation's homerun leader 
himself, Sharts, who had a (4-1) record 
going into the game. 
Another key to the victory was the per­
formance of freshman lefty, Sean Durbin. 
Durbin pitched a solid six innings while 
raising his record to (2-1). 
"I'm just glad to be here," said Durbin. 
"I just do my best to help the team win 
and God willing things will work out." 
Senior Tommy Cheek got the save. 
The third game ended in a 9-9 tie. Yes, 
that's right, USD's third tie of the year. 
"These ties are getting really frustrat­
ing," commented sophomore pitcher 
Marc Bouchard. "I'm running out of 
sisters to kiss." 
The Toreros were down 9-7 and had to 
rally in the ninth to tie. They got the help 
of Cal State Northridge's pitchers who 
walked USD's first three batters. 
With the bases loaded and no outs out­
fielder Devin Bundy singled off the 
leftfield wall to drive in a run. A foot 
higher and Bundy would have had a 
grand slam. 
Maeder then hit a sacrifice fly ball to 
bring in another run and tie the score. 
Unfortunately the Toreros could not 
muster any more runs. Before the game 
could go into extra innings the umpires 
decided that it was too dark to resume 
play. 
Chris Collins pitched well for the USD. 
With the Toreros down 8-3 in the fifth in­
ning, Collins entered the game and only 
gave up one run the rest of the way. 
Maeder was 2-3 in the game with two 
RBI's andPingree added acouple of hits. 
The Toreros record now stands at 9-8-3 
overall and 4-4 in conference play. 
USD is back on the road to face confer­
ence foe San Francisco this weekend. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • <  Read the the VISTA 
Elvis does (honest). 
488-3449 718 Ventura Place 
Mission Beach 
(across from Roller Coaster) 
ROOF BAR NOW OPEN A 
KITCHEN OPEN DAILY— "GRE/47 FOOD!" 
YOU MUST BE 21 - I.D. REQUIRED 
The Bench Warmer 
Sports Trivia Five 
1) What USD spring sports have a 
winning record over the current head 
coaches career? 
2) What NBA team used to play in San 
Diego? 
3) How short is Manute Bol? 
4) How tall is Spud Webb? 
5)What Olympic sport had the highest 
team average vertical jump? 
Answers to last week's questions will 
appear in next week's VISTA. 
1)38 2) south of Bullhead City, of 
course 3) Barcelona, Spain 4)left 5) 
Grand Canyon 
Star nickname: 






















The Yankee Clipper Reggie Jackson 
The Manassa Mauler Walter Payton 
Mr. October Lawrence Berra 
The Flying Finn Ed Jones 
Say Hey Harold Grange 
You say it's 
your birthday 
Franco Harris is 41 today 
Ivan Lendl is 31 today 
Jim Rice will be 38 on Mar. 8 
Benito Santiago will be 26 on Mar. 9 
Quick Stats 
Many trapshooters use alcohol or 
tranquilizers to slow their heart rates 
and steady their hands. Paul Cerutti, 
65, was disqualified at the 197601ym-
pics for taking amphetamines 
Did you know that 
today in 1960... 
Primo Camera, at 260 pounds the 
heaviest heavyweight boxing cham­
pion, wrestles in Nice, France, 26 
years after he held the pretigious 
boxing title. Camera won by dis­
qualification over the villainous 
"Homme Masque." 
-edited by C. Hardy Kalisher 
Bo & Hardy pick'em 







2. Ohio St. 
3. Duke 
4. Syracuse 
5. New Mexico St. 
6. Indiana 
7. North Carolina 
8. Kentucky 
9. Arizona 











8. North Carolina 
9. Kentucky 
Torero Athletes of the Week 
Women's 
The USD Women's 800 Free style Re­
lay team recently swam to success at the 
UNLV Conference Championships. Left 
to right: SusanTorrey (Sophomore,Lake 
Oswego, Oregon), Tracey Schweiger 
(Freshman, Hasting Minnasota), Robin 
Scott (Sophomore, Placentia, California), 
Colleen Cassity (Junior, Hunington 
Beach, California). 
Men's 
Sophomore slugger Kevin Herde hit 
three home runs, batted in seven runs 
and went four-for-four to lead the Tore­
ros to a 9-6 victory in the second game 
of this past weekends three game series 
against sixteenth ranked Cal State 
Northridge. 
Herde is from Escondido, Ca and a 
graduate of San Pasqual High School, 
he was 1990 USD "Rookie" of the Year. 
USD 800 relay team Kevin Herde #30 
^ r* 1 it • photo by Norman Choi Softball power! 
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Sportpourri 
WCC Notes: Despite not 
having the services of WCC player of 
the year Doug Christie, Pepperdine 
beat St. Mary's 71-68 for the WCC 
crown and an NCAA Tournament 
birth. It was the Waves' 16th con­
secutive victory. St. Mary'sled 32-21 
in the first half, but took just a 34-30 
lead into the half. Geoff Lear picked 
up the slack for Christie, who tore 
cartilage in his knee in the first round 
game, by scoring 32 points and grab­
bing 14 rebounds The Toreros shot 
43 percent from the floor in their 72-
62 win over Gonzaga. They shot 52 
percent from the floor in their 75-72 
loss to St. Mary's It was the first 
time St. Mary's has ever played in the 
tournament championship game 
NO Sll8.(J11lllc: Louisiana 
State will be without the services of 
Southeat Conference player of the 
year Shaquille O'Neal for at least the 
SEC tournament, the school an­
nounced. O'Neal suffered a hairline 
fracture of his left leg at Florida. He 
is averaging 27.7 points per game and 
14.6 rebounds. It is not known 
whether he will be available for 
NCAA or NIT play if the Tigers 
advance. The SEC Tournament 
should be one of the best in the coun­
try. Just three games seperate four 
teams, with Kentucky on the top with 
al4-4mark. The Wildcats are still on 
probation, however, and cannot ad­
vance into the NCAA Tournament. 
Good bye USIU: San 
Diego's US Intemation University 
played its last basketball game ever 
on Monday night The university 
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in 
December. The Gulls certainly are 
not a college basketball force (2-26 
for the season), but how many people 
know that the leading scorer in the 
NCAA this year is on their roster? 
Kevin Bradshaw is averaging 37.48 
points per game and recently passed 
Hank Gathers for 11 th on the all-time 
NCAA single season scoring list The 
2-26 record is the second worst in the 
school's apparently conclusive 33 year 
history. 
Plane crash: Two mem­
bers of the US Olympic Committe 
were on the United Airlines flight 
that killed 25 in Colorado Springs, 
Colorado. Dr. Peter J. Van Handel, 
the USOC's senior physiologist and 
Dan Birkholz of the US Cycling Fed­
eration were returning to the USOC 
offices at the timeof the crash. 
-compiled by Brian Brokowski 
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Co-rec football: "The Dream" wakes up 
by Mary King 
Player of the week and captain of The 
Dream co-rec football team, Neal Curry, 
threw 2 touchdown passes, intercepted a 
pass and returned it 95 yards for a TD and 
intercepted another pass to lead his team to 
a 25-0 rout of the Broad Street Bullies in 
Saturday's co-rec football action. 
In other games, the Alcala Vista Staff 
team scored seven first half points and never 
looked back to down Footloose 7-0. Alan 
Trafton had 3 interceptions while Brenden 
Griffin threw the lone TD pass to James 
Scarcelli for the victory. 
Law Dogs continued their winning ways 
by defeating Something Fiercer 8-0. 
Scott Laws threw the only touchdown to 
Danny Lavis. 
No Ka Oi also brought their record to 2-
0 by handily defeating Run and Shout 
24-6. Steady quarterbacking by Kel Ide 
led No Ka Oi with 3 TD passes while 
Marty Munn shored up the receiving with 
a TD reception and played solid defense 
with 2 interceptions. 
The two undefeated teams in Division II 
will face off at lpm next Saturday. NoKa 
01 and the Knuckleheads are both 2-0. 
Co-rec soccer: Chosen Ones stay undefeated 
The top-ranked Chosen Ones proved thek 
opponents were not A OK, defeating them 
7-2 in the first co-rec soccer game on Sun­
day. Alter taking a quick 2-0 lead, the 
Chosen Ones went cold, missing shot after 
Taking advantage of their opponent's in­
ept offensive and a defensive lapse, A OK 
tied the score when Lauta Watkins beat 
Keith Green for a two-point goal. The score 
remained 2-2 into the second half. 
The Chosen Ones shut out A OK and 
scored five times themselves in the second 
half to win decisively, 7-2. Female player of 
the week, KC Fierce, scored twice to lead 
the victors. 
#4 ranked Kiss My Asphalt washh. Where 
It Counts, losing 4-1. Where It Counts 
proved its 31-0 victory last was no fluke by 
handling Asphalt the entire game, 
Luke Pistorius and Dan Kilkenny each 
scared in the first half to give Where It 
Countsa 2-0 lead- AlthoughToddTilmans 
brought Asphalt to within one; Heather 
Bealpul the game out of reach, 4-1, with her 
100% Mambo rcboundedfrom last week's 
loss to beat The Real Chosen Ones, 4-3. 
100% Mambo held a 3-0 off of goals by 
Dustin Reilch and Gitta Hamilton. 
The Real Chosen Ones came back in the 
second half thanks to goals by Brian 
McDonald, Jason Bennett, and BradZampa. 
It was 100% Manibo's lone second half 
goal by Kevin McS weeny that iced it for the 
victors. We Flay the Field destroyed 
Chico's Bail Bonds, 7-0. Andy Shutack's 
hattrick lead We Flay the Field. 
Ultimate frisbee: for ladies only! 
It's time for Ultimate Frisbee. This sport 
combines the skill of frisbee, the intensity of 
football, and the sheer joy of the old fash­
ioned game of keep away. The one-day 
tournament will be held on Sunday, March 
17 starting a 110:00 am. 
It takes seven players to form a team and the 
roster limit is 12. Start organizing now and 
sign-up your team at the 5:00pm captains' 
meeting, Thursday, March 14. Join in! 
IM special events calender 
EVENT 
Women's Ultimate Frisbee 
Individual Sports Day 
Midnight Bowling 
Beach Volleyball 

















$15 per team 
$ 2 per person 
$ 5 per person 
$4 per team 
$15 per team 
$ 7.50 per person 
99* F00TL0NG 
Buy Any Regular FOOTLONG Sandwhich 
and Get a Second One Of Equal or 
Lesser Value FOR 990 
Limit One Offer Per Coupon. Super Subs Extra. 
Not Valid w/ Any Other Offers Or Promotions. Valid 
Only at Participatinng Stores. Expires 3-24-91 



















Co-rec softball: runs, runs runs 
t^hon^^^Wa-T^, «n,y 
m • tongs. 
The Cxars and Roilir ~ 
to a 5-5 tie in 6 jottings. i,r. 
T_ £ '• V , , _ a single and a m i l i —-------
get*" Hughes got two hits for die €*ar& •••• Los Maestritos Locos got 
T T ± ' r n>n »» « * • I - ^ I O- _ 
APg cmnoncs squeaioca by Stan m 
Infection 9-7. Carlos "illegal" Leon had 
two homeruns and Jamie Freeman got two 




Subway IM game of the week 
DATE: Wednesday, March 13 
TIME: 9:00 pm 
SPORT: Co-rec Volleyball 
MATCH-UP: #1 Six Pack Rats vs #3 
Slappin' 
The co-rec volleyball season is just under­
way, and the season's second week prom­
ises an intriguing match-up. When the Six 
Pack Rats and Slappin' get together, the 
top ranking and #1 seed for the playoffs 
will probably be on the line. Certainly, the 
three-foot subway sandwich from the 
Morena Blvd Subway will provide more 
than enough incentive to make this match 
interesting. 
Last week, the Czars had to go extra in­
nings (the game will officially be recorded 
as a tie) to overcome the Rolling Donuts 
and win their sandwich 6-5. This was a 
contest that truly lived up to the billing of 
Subway IM Game of the Week. 
fcr 
|A Brigther Image 
For You 
Want a more fulfilling social life with a dazzling, 
eye-catching smile that mesmerizes people? 
Why not you? 
Why not a nice, pearly white smile? 
Cleaner, whiter teeth possible! 
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL 
$25 CLEANING & EXAM 
or 30% OFF any dental procedures* 
*If you have insurance 
OPEN ON SATURDAY & EVENINGS 
ONLY 5 MIN. AWAY FROM CAMPUS 
CALL DR. RAD 490-8099 
Emergency Treatment Available 
3737 A Moraga Avenue #A-107 
San Diego, CA 92117 
• n«I*«t AM. 1 




Mens softball: Godfathers keep rolling, top teams continue to win 
In A-league action the Godfathers rolled 
past TJ. Burke's Sesblng Seshers 10-2. 
Mike "the Stick" Haupt and James Gardner 
each had Lwo hits and Glenn "Goon" Ya-
natta and Nick "Lounge Lizard" Lizaldc 
each had two hits. Mick Watson was the 
only bright spot getting two hits. 
12 Angry Men continued is their winning 
ways with a 4-1 victory ovel: Neurotic 
Men. Sean Macaluso and Tony Richards 
got two hits tor the Angry Men and and 
Glenn McConnick got two hits in the loss. 
Bringin the Wood got its second win with 
Brian Day on the mound, 7-0 over Noogk* 
Patrol. Greg"Goody"Uvingood$trokeda 
homerun and a single and Phil "Roach" 
isbell got two hits, Noogie Patrol got two 
hitsoutofLetfKeiper. " 
Phi KappaTheta edged Beefof BrowneH 
8-7. ToddTaylor and Anthony Yatskoeach 
by John GiUis 
had two hits in the win. For the Beef, Made 
Knowles, Neil "Rosie" Greer, and Art "the 
Chief Contreras had 4 hits each. 
in B-lcague action Long Balis stayed on 
top with a 7-3 victory over Going Deep. 
Mike Holmes and Enrique Mctryreran each 
hadahotnerunandasingte m Lhewin, Jeff 
Prekkerandjim Maguire each had 2 hits in 
the toss. Gasbou.se Gorriias continued to 
win with a 5-0 victory over Sexual Choco­
late. Steve "Johnnie" Walker, Joe "Ed" 
Norton, and Ken "the pitcher" Robak all 
had 3 hits. Tom Hughes got two hits for 
Sexual Chocolate. 
Pi Vacuum Cleaners crashed Despie's 
Defts 10-0. Tom "my bead buns" Bre-
iding, Joe Ebner, Brady Kannon and Seott 
"Scooter" Sporrer each had two hits in the 
victory. 3 Beans & White Rice got an 11-
6 victory over Tait St. Kens. Derrick 
Morse, Bobby "BLT" Tubbs and Lang "i 
am Hawaiin" Wasada each had 3 hits in die 
win. Troy Brugger and Neal "I'm Fresh" 
Carry each had 2 hits. 
Keystone Kidsgotan 11 -5 win over Hairy 
Softballs. Scott "Madman" Spruied, Vince 
"Backpack" Hades and Rick "Shoeless 
Sally" Saiazar each got 2 hits in the win. 
Jamie Marble and Lance Brown each had 4 
hits in the loss. 
Phi Kappa Theta worked Shake the Wea­
sel 14-6, Chris Carson, Mike Duffey and 
Jeff Erlwine each got two hits in Lbe win. 
For the Weasel,; Mike Kwce, Joe Lomins, 
and Mike Toschi each had two hits- The 
Lounge Lizards spanked Hate and Dis­
content 15-1 in 5 innings. Jim Gray,Manny 
Rubo, and Greg Sandbcrg each had 3 hits in 




Get the AI&T Calling Card and your first call is free. 
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because 
now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll 
get your first 15-minute call free? 
With your AT&T Calling Card, 
you can call from almost anywhere 
to anywhere. And you can keep 
your caad, even if you move and 




89-1ZJJ tfW Odo>7«0 4 />•/.' 
Our Calling Card is part of the AT&T Student Saver 
/^ program, a whole package of products and services 
designed to make a student's budget go farther. 
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on 
campus. Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655. 
And let freedom ring. 
AI&I. Helping make college life a little easier. 
•A BOO value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during 
the Al&T Night/Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm 
Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive mote or less calling time depending on where and 
when you call. Applications must be received by December 31,1991-
AT&T 




And then there were none (scoreless teams 
that is). That was the case after this week in 
A-league action as the Little Sticks went 
down 6-3 in a loss to Wayne's World. 
Todd Fatone started the scoring for Wayne's 
World with his first of three goals andTony 
Cavnavale and John Stoekl also added goals 
fora3-l first period lead. In the third period 
it looked as though the Little Sticks might 
get back into the game as Steve Davis scored 
his second of the game to make it 4-2 but 
Wayne's World put it out of reach with 2 
late goals. 
In the other A-league game it was the 
struggling Team Goon going up against 
SS. The first period ended up scoreless, but 
in the second period SS went to work on 
goals by Chris Bernhoft, Luke Gaughn, and 
two by Brian Halverson to give themselves 
a 4-0 lead at the end of the second period of 
play. The third period looked to be the 
comeback period for Team Goon as they 
scored two goals within the first two min­
utes on shots by Glenn Yannatta and Glen 
Bartolini but that was all they could come up 
with as they were defeated 5-2. 
In the B-league this week, it was a week 
filled with action. In El Pujo Rojo vs 
You'll Bleed, it was You'll Bleed dominat­
ing for a 5-0 win. Jeff Blazevick started the 
scoring just 55 seconds into the period for 
his first of two goals, and Jon Sackett also 
added two goals in the 1st period. Doug 
Neary also added a goal, and Bill Mathauer 
played tough in goal for the shutout. 
In the second B-league game, it was the 
Maher Maulers II taking on the Good, 
Bad & Ugly. This was a very close game 
with both teams having numerous chances. 
Dan O'Dea started things for Good, Bad & 
Ugly with goal in the second period, but J.B. 
Little answered quickly with a goal for the 
Maulers to tie the game and that's how it 
ended. Ken Robak looked to be an emerg­
ing star in the B-league as he got the call to 
play this week in his first game of action. 
Sigma Pi was to take on A Lot of Angry 
Men which looked to be a great game, and 
it was. Jeff Cope and Eric Lockefeld started 
with a goal each for Sigma Pi's 2-0 lead at 
the end of one period. The Angry Men 
came back in the second period though with 
four unanswered goals by Chris Anderson, 
Pete Chaves, and Jason Bernet for a 4-2 
lead. Lockefeld then added another for 
Sigma Pi but it just wasn't enough as the 
Angry Men went on to win 5-3. 
Phi Kappa Theta destroyed Puck Your­
self this week 7-1. PKT rocked up five 
goals in the first period with goals from 
Tom Gambon, Steve Nalick, and two from 
Josh Freedman. Puck Yourself got their 
lone goal in the second on a shot by Pat 
Tarney, but PKT came back with two goals 
from Nalick and one from Dan Kilkenny in 
the second and third periods to prevail. 
Sigma Pi met up against Phi Kappa Theta 
each playing in their second game of the 
weekend. This weekend proved to be very 
good for PKT as they won twice and not so 
good for Sigma Pi as they lost twice. PKT 
came out strong in the first period on goals 
by Dan Kilkenny, Steve Nalick, and Todd 
Taylor. The second period was scoreless, 
but midway through he third period, Sigma 
Pi came back, on goals by Mark Kuzacko, 
and Spencer Brown, but it wasn't enough as 
PKT held on for the 3-2 win. 
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IM Distinctions: Feb. 25 - Mar. 3 
Mens Softball (A) 
Game of the Week: Phi Kappa Theta vs 
Beef ob Brownell 
Team of the Week: Bringin the Wood 
Player of the Week: Neil Greer (Beef of 
Brownell) 
Mens Softball (B) 
Game of the Week: Three Beans & White 
Rice vs Tait St. Kens 
Team of the Week: Three Beans & White 
Rice 
Player of the Week: Bobby Tubbs (Three 
Beans & White Rice) 
Co-Rec Softball 
Game of the Week: Czars vs Rollin Do-
nuts II 
Team of the Week: Sunday Sleepers 
Male Player of the Week: Vince Ferrar 
(Better Buy the Case) 
Female Player of the Week: Kristy Hutch-
enson (Cannibals) 
Mens Floor Hockey 
Game of the Week: Phi Kappa Theta vs 
Sigma Pi 
Team of the Week: Phi Kappa Theta 
Player of the Week: Steve Nalick (PKT) 
Indoor Soccer 
Game of the Week: Chosen Ones vs Free 
Agents 
Team of the Week: Chosen Ones 
Player of the Week: S teve Lujan (Chosen 
Ones) 
Mens Volleyball 
Game of the Week: Sadam's Mother-in-
Law vs Chesters 
Team of the Week: Sadam's Mother-in-
Law 
Playerof the Week: Chris Sego (Sadam's) 
Womens Volleyball 
Game of the Week: Bump, Set, Jam vs 
Four Whom the Ball Tolls 
Team of the Week: Bump, Set, Jam 
Player of the Week: Miri Pacheco 
(Bump, Set, Jam) 
Co-Rec Football 
Game of the Week: NoKaOivsRunand 
Shout 
Team of the Week: The Dream 
Male Player of the Week: Neal Curry 
(The Dream) 
Female Player of the Week: Andrea 
Basque (Alcala Vista Staff) 
Co-Rec Soccer 
Game of the Week: 100% Mambo vs The 
Real Chosen Ones 
Team of the Week: Where it Counts 
Male Player of the Week: Andy Shutack 
(We Play The Field) 
Female Player of the Week: KC Pierce 
(Chosen Ones) 
This Week in AS 
"How can LAST) become 
mofe environmentally 
aware? 
AS. Student/Faailty Forum 
Mon. March 11th - 7:00-9:00pm 
Maher Dining Hah 
^Refreshments* 
Sponsored by 
A.S. Academics and Conservation Club 
Be an informed voter! 
Check out the Associated Students 
President and Vice Presidential 
debates. 
See the candidates clash. 
March 12 at noon in front of the 
University Center. 
Saddam's a winner at USD 
To be more precise, it was Sadam's 
Mother-in-Law who was the big winner in 
last weekend's mens volleyball playoffs. The 
team of Leaf Jensen, Chris Sego, Ernie Del-
phino, and Tom Frost survived two of the 
closest, hard fought matches seen at USD to 
claim their title. 
After an easy (relatively) first round 13-15, 
15-6,15-4 victory against the over-acheiving 
Chosen Ones, the top seeds found them­
selves matched against a determined squad 
led by Dave Minck. Sadam's Mother-in-
Law fell behind early but battled back to win 
the first game 19-17. Another overtime 
battle ensured in game #2, but the power of 
Leaf Jensen and Chris Sego prevailed 16-14. 
This set-up the championship match every­
one was looking forward to: The Chesters, 
undefeated and ranked #2 vs Sadam's 
Mother-in-Law, undefeated and ranked # 1. 
The action did not disappoint. Jensen and 
Sego combined for 24 kills. Rolon Culver 
and Tarmo Roosild countered with 22 kills 
for the Chesters. The first game went 19-17 
(a familiar score) to the #1 team. The second 
was equally close with the Chesters prevail­
ing 15-13. When the Chesters opened up an 
11-2 lead in game three, it appeared all but 
over. It wasn't! Sadam's Mother-in-Law 
called time out and then came roaring back 
to take the title 15-12. 
There were many other highlights in the 
mens tournament. Phi Kappa Theta, led 
by Jay Wesley and Ed Bahny knocked out 
the highly regarded Dishin' Nectar and 
Dave Minck's Team took out the defend­
ing champs, X, 15-7,15-9. 
The womens tournament was more of a 
coronation than a contest. The #2 seeded, 
Bump, Set, Jam lost no games and only 
gave up 33 points while winning all three of 
their matches., First up was Gamma Phi 
Beta, a team that was anything but "Red 
Hot". Carla Ceja and Anne Girolami each 
had 5 kills, but the key was Miri Pacheco's 
10 aces in the 15-5,15-3 victory. 
The semifinals saw Four Whom the Ball 
Tolls get counted out 15-9, 15-8. Kelli 
Koenig had 8 kills and 3 aces, but it wasn't 
enough as Ceja and Jamie Goldstein com-
binedforl2kills. The championship match 
pittedBump, Set, Jam against Can't Touch 
Us, a 15-8,15-10 victor over the #1 ranked 
Sadam Who? Christina Sanchez had 6 
kills but that was the runner-up's only bright 
spotinthe 15-3,15-5 wipe out MiriPacheco 
had 5 more aces to secure her MVP honors. 
Get out and take the challenge 
How good an athlete arc you? Can you 
swim, run, lift weights, or do calisthenics? 
If you want to find out the answers to these 
questions, then sign-up for the Individual 
Sports Day Tournament 
Events include swimming (50 and 100 yd 
races in the fly, back, breast, and freestyle), 
running{50yd, 100yd,440yd, and mile) and 
calisthenics (push-ups, sit-ups, and pull-
ups). Individuals may sign-up for one, 
many, or all of the events for $2.00 per 
person (unlimited events). Bach winner will 
receive a championship t-shirL Sign-up 
join in on die fun. 
IM RANKINGS 
as of 3-4-91 
MENS VOLLEYBALL 
1. Sadam's Mother in Law 6-0 
2. Chesters 5-1 
3. Dave Minck's Team 3-2 
4. Phi Kappa Theta 3-2 
5. Dishin Nectar 3-2 
MENS INDOOR SOCCER 
1. Chosen Ones 3-0 
2. Kiss My Asphalt 3-0 
3. PKT Skoads 1-1 
4. Sunshine and Friends 1-1 
5. Little Beards 1-1 
MENS (A) SOFTBALL 
1. Godfathers 3-0 
2. 12 Angry Men 3-0 
3. 8 Around the Mound 2-1 
4. Seshing Seshers 2-1 
5. Bringin the Wood 2-1 
MENS (B) SOFTBALL 
1. Gashouse Gorillas 3-0 
2. Long Balls 3-0 
3. Pi Vacuum Cleaners 2-0-1 
4. Sexual Chocolate 2-1 
3. Shake the Weasel 2-1 
CO-REC SOFTBALL 
1. Better Buy the Case 3-0 
2. Rolling Donuts 2-0-1 
Czars 2-0-1 
4. Sunday Sleepers 2-0 
5. It Will Cost You 3-0 
MENS FLOOR HOCKEY 
1. Little Sticks 2-2 
2. S. Shaft 2-1 
3. Team Goon 1-2-1 
4. Wayne's World 1-1-1 
5. A Lot of Angry Men 3-0 
CO-REC FOOTBALL 
1. Law Dogs 2-0 
2. NoKaOi 2-0 
3. Angry Guys/Few Chicks 2-0 
4. Knuckleheads 2-0 
5. The Dream Team 1-1 
MENS 5x5 (A) BASKETBALL 
1. Order the Shirts, 3XL 0-0 
2. Darryl Jackson's Team 0-0 
3. Southside Gunners 0-0 
4. R.C. Homeboys II 0-0 
5. Malt, Barley, and Hops 0-0 
MENS 5x5 (B) BASKETBALL 
1. Charity Muff II 0-0 
2. Box Out 0-0 
3. Pigs in the Paint 0-0 
4. Mo Money 0-0 
5. 3rd West Crew II 0-0 
MENS F/S BASKETBALL 
1. Sports Center 0-0 
2. Arts and Sciences 0-0 
3. Student Affairs 0-0 
4. Telecommunications 0-0 
Co-Rec (A) VOLLEYBALL 
1. Six Pack Rats 0-0 
2. Leaf Jensen's Team 0-0 
3. Slappin' 0-0 
4. Down and Dirtier 0-0 
5. Scud Light 0-0 
